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Book Reviews 
William McGonagall. McGonagall: A Library Omnibus. London: Gerald 
Duckworth. 2nd impression of this edn. 1986. 7 vols in 1, each with 
separate pagination. 
William McGonagall, the "Poet and Tragedian," 
Who in his day was treated as a comedian 
By those about him, was the butt of many jokes 
As he went from pub to pub to entertain the folks. 
That he should go to such places just to make money, 
Though he hated the use of spirits, I find to be quite funny; 
He tells us in an essay, to be found in this very book, 
That at a public house recitation gingerbeer was all he took, 
Whereas, "Some of the company had whisky to drink, 
And others had porter or ale,"-which was bad for them he did 
think. 
McGonagall was born in Dundee in 1825 
And until September 29th 1902 he remained alive; 
By trade a handloom weaver, much of his life was a preparation 
To be Poet Laureate, and write poems for all the nation. 
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In 1892 when Tennyson died he could no longer delay, 
So he sent a letter to his Queen in a stamped envelope right away, 
And offered himself as her Laureate, but I am sorry to say 
He was passed over in the choice, which he regretted to his dying 
day. 
A poem, McGonagall thought should always be precise, 
So to include names and dates he felt was very nice. 
In a poem about the collapse of the Bridge of Tay 
He tells the world "fearlessly and without dismay" 
All the facts, with nothing left out; this is what he did say: 
Beautiful Railway Bridge of the Silv'ry Tay! 
Alas! I am very sorry to say 
That ninety lives have been taken away 
On the last Sabbath day of 1879, 
Which will be remember'd for a very long time. 
There is even stronger stuff to be found, I do declare, 
That could cause the reader for to have his hair 
Stand on his head. William the fIrst, of Germany the Emperor, 
Had died, so the poet wished to enshrine his memory for 
evermore. 
He also wanted to pay a compliment to his Queen 
Because she was related to William, as may be plainly seen 
By consulting the genealogical charts, I do declare. 
I think that in all of English poetry no verses can compare to the 
"Funeral of the German Emperor"-this stanza you'll fInd 
there: 
The authorities of Berlin in honour of the Emperor 
considered it 
no sin, 
To decorate with crape the beautiful city of Berlin; 
Therefore Berlin I declare was a city of crape, 
Because few buildings crape decoration did escape. 
In spite of his bad verse, and because of it I may say, 
The TLS called him a genius, and went on in this way: 
"He is the only truly memorable bad poet in our language" it 
said, 
So William McGonagall, "Poet and Tragedian," is famous-now 
that he's dead! 
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The Duckworth Library Omnibus consists of seven volumes 
under one cover 
Which will amply supply the needs of any McGonagalllover. 
He raised the trivial to the level of art as a master of bad rime, 
But he wrote many poems which "will be remember'd for a very 
long time." 
GUIELMUS McGONAGALLUS, SECUNDUS 
Duncan Glen. The Autobiography of a Poet. Edinburgh: Ramsay Head 
Press. 1986.240 pp. 
The contribution of Duncan Glen to the revival of Scottish letters in 
this century is generally considered, in Scotland at least, to be his Hugh 
MacDiarmid and the Scottish Renaissance, a book more important than 
any other in this area for it showed the substantiality of the achievement; 
and the long; and the long-running poetry magazine, Akros. His 
contribution as poet has not been adequately acknowledged partly because 
only a few of Glen's best poems will fit into an anthology easily, though 
there are far more than have been anthologized. This paucity, I suspect, is 
caused by a failure to seek them in the long sequences where they belong. 
In these sequences Glen looks carefully at his life, 
environments--physical and mental-giving everything that comes before 
his mind's eye a consideration that has gravitas, though the tone 
modulates to wit and humor readily. Far removed from the poetry of Hugh 
MacDiarmid, for which Glen's admiration is second to none, as Glen's is, 
the fairness of the considered judgments and the deep, generally serene 
affection for his people and places, is a Scottish attribute. 
These remarks are germane to a consideration of The Autobiography 
of a Poet, for the story of the life is carried principally be passages from 
Glen's long poems, which are linked by a prose commentary, though 
reflections on the cultural scene, a valuable aspect of the book, are in 
prose. However particular and domestic-and many sequences are 
domestic in subject-the poems rarely rest in that location, for Glen's 
metaphysical concern is implicit in his descriptions, sometimes explicit in 
comments. In this book the story is shown in the wider context. The 
perspectives in which the poems are written are clarified, and the story of 
the man, thinker and poet, tells itself in an engaging and seemingly natural 
way, though the form of moving from prose into poetry to tell an 
autobiography has never been used so extensively before. The method 
suits Glen's poetry peculiarly, for it is a short step from the prose rhythms 
to the conversational idiom of the poetry. The beat of the rhythm of the 
poetry is stronger but not emphatic, but the resonance of the Scots, a Scots 
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made out of speech and for speaking aloud, is the basis of the poetic qual-
ity. 
Still in Scotland, though not in the upper reaches of society, Scots is 
the resort for intimate conversation. It is for many still the most honest 
means of communication. It does not put on airs, nor strike attitudes. The 
comment does not apply to the whole new corpus of verse in Scots, but it 
relates to the poetry of Duncan Glen, which frequently gives the 
impression that the poet is musing to himself though the interest is beyond 
the personal. As Glen conjures up a picture for himself, so it seems, he 
evokes a social scene, as when he writes: 
I can mind my faither on the nicht 
shift and the special treat 0 a lit 
fIre on gettin up. But he was on the staff 
and wore a collar and tie 
for a his buits and 
the holes 
brunt in his suit 
that showed (to me) 
the dangers 0 the place. 
No that boys believe 
in dangers 
or kent the wrcht 0 men 
on your back 
unemployed 
John Grierson, frequently referred to as the father of documentary fllm, 
described that art as "the creative treatment of actuality," which is what 
Glen does here, the language as well as the subject matter belonging to 
him and his people, the balance of Scots and English being very much as 
it was probably spoken by a man in Glen's father's position. Given the 
formality and flexibility of verse, and Glan's acute awareness of visual 
impact-he is Professor and Head of the Department of Visual 
Communication in Trent Polytechnic, Nottingham-the placing of the 
word "unemployed" carries the signifIcance of that condition as his father 
felt it for his men, as prose could not. This natural idiom, despite Glen's 
localizing the Scots in his own place (the south west of Scotland) is such 
that it unites all speakers of lowland Scots. When he begins his poem 
C/ydeside with the line, "We are harin doun to the Clyde for a dook," this 
is exactly as I, from the port of Fraserburgh in the North-East of Scotland, 
would have described the experience, frequent throughout boyhood, with 
the substitution of "sands" for Clyde. The poem ends: 
Glasgow stares us in the face 
and we gie it a smile kennin nae better. 
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In using the language of the community Glen "shawys the thing rycht as it 
wes" as John Barbour put it at the beginning of The Bruce, though the last 
line indicates the perspective of maturity with which he looks at both the 
scenes of his childhood and youth. Included in "Belonging," the fIrst 
chapter of the book, is "Stranger in Toun" from Realities Poems, the 
stranger being Glen's girl, Margaret, whom he was to marry, and without 
whose unwearying cooperation Akros could not have run to its fifty 
numbers. The poem begins: 
You being frae Fife and born in Mallaig 
I took you to see my Glasgow. The warm 
humanity 0 Argyle Street and the distinctive 
smell 0 the Subway. 
With the sublime self-confidence of the local youth he shows all 
Glasgow's famous places to the "stranger" expecting unqualified praise 
for everything, but all he gets is, 
'I liked the Rembrandt.' 
Glen's affection for Glasgow does not deceive him as to the facts of the 
case. The poetry having created the sensation of the place for the native, 
the evaluation is carried in the prose. "Glasgow is now the most socially 
deprived city in Britain," he writes, and 
I have begun this book with fond memories of the Glasgow area and by 
implication praising it or at least its social communities. But in the last chapter I 
have suggested Glasgow is uniquely bad. with regard to social conditions. in 
Britain ... By depriving people of even basically good social conditions we are, 
with regard to the mass of these people. depriving them of the opportunity to 
climb up even the fIrst rung of the ladder of truly civilised thought-
The advantage of the poetic statement over prose is its realization in a few 
lines of a complex social situation as in Innocence Glen sets in apposition 
the boy's enjoyment of food and the father's unemployment: 
In the days atween the wars 
The teas were the thing 
At our house 
There follows a list of comestibles of especial succulence to the boy 
including images, as it were, straight from the boy's lips such as: 
Or jeelie pieces; thick 
Door-step anes wi the jam 
Rinnin aff the margo 
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The stanza ends: 
-And faither out 0 a job 
Glen observes the survival of community. He writes: " ... a sense of 
community can survive even the most trying social conditions, as can 
loyalty to a family for long beyond the concepts, it seems, of social or 
town planners who have been responsible for huge desolate housing 
estates and demoralizing high-rise flats." An accurate statement, no doubt, 
but when the dwellers in the buildings, who have made homes of them, 
speak out of their indignation at the conditions and still feel they must 
accept the established mores of the family, the acuteness of the dilemma is 
brought home with intensity: 
The room's sodden, seepin, thick wi slime 
and grime. There's the rats at nicht 
but after the list of grievances are poured out, and the opportunity to move 
is given, the dilemma is aired: 
but what about granny. 
She's been here a her merrit days. 
It wis her house 
afore ours 
and she has a say. 
"she has a say"-how much understanding of the agreed social order, and 
of "granny" as a person has been gathered by the community into the 
phrase. Its use in the poem is by the accomplished artist, the poet-critic 
who, by the time of writing the poem has understood and commented on 
the Scottish literary renaissance. 
It should be a salutary reminder to professional academics that the 
discovery of the fIrst publication of The Watergaw and of the 
circumstances of that publication was by a typographic designer. Duncan 
Glen's job was 
quite close to the British Museum and from the Spring of 1958 to the early part of 
1959 I spent my lunch-breaks and many Saturdays in the Reading Room •... One of 
the fruits of my research into the work of MacDiarmid was the discovery that his 
ftrst Scots poems had appeared in an article he wrote for a small weekly paper The 
Dunfermline Press as poems written by a 'friend'. 
Glen gives the details of the discovery in his Hugh MacDiarmid and the 
Scottish Renaissance (1964) in the course of describing MacDiarmid's 
conversion to a faith in Scots, in which connection Glen quotes Grieve 
(MacDiarmid) writing of Scottish literature: "Most of it is, of course, and 
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must continue to be, written in English" (Scottish Books & Bookmen, 
Dunfennline Press, 5th August 1922). Properly he does not describe his 
own reaction to his discovering The Watergaw, but in the Autobiography 
he writes: "I can now, many years later, very clearly remember the 
excitement I felt when-in the Colindale newspaper library of the British 
Museum--I turned the pages of that paper to fmd these two Scots poems." 
(The other was "The Blaward and the Skelly"). Glen continues, "I 
consider finding this article one of the most important results of my 
researches. " 
The comment is justified and in the book written when Glen was but 
twenty-five years old, the unfolding of MacDiarmid's growing belief in 
Scots as a medium for poetry is conveyed with the skill and scholarship of 
a more experienced critic. One aspect of the matter to which adequate 
attention has not been given is the implication of MacDiarmid's lack of 
conviction in the medium by which he was to re-direct the course of 
Scottish poetry. It may well explain his outburst against Edwin Muir's 
statement that the only way forward for a Scottish poet was to write in 
English. MacDiarmid had made a similar statement himself some thirteen 
years previously. Glen's chapter, A Small Press and Hugh MacDiarmid, in 
which he recollects the discovery, however, focusses on his publication of 
MacDiarmid's poems and of other poets of the Scottish Renaissance. It is 
an impressive achievement. 
Glen's Autobiography swings from particular descriptions, or more 
accurately, economical re-enactments, in verse of day-to-day living to 
discussions of theory, as the theory applies to his own writing especially. 
In the chapter. The New Nominalism, he describes the way to the theory: 
The road founded in the seventeenth century Jed past Galileo to Descartes and to 
Hobbes-to mechanistic and scientific rationalism. The road we seem now to be 
taking appears superficially to go beyond Descartes in materialism. MacDiarmid 
commands: 
Do not argue with me. Argue with these stones. 
Truth has no trouble in knowing itself. 
This is it. The hard fact. The inoppugnable 
reality. 
And Wallace Stevens wishes the poem to be: 
... the cry of its occasion 
Part of the res itself and not about it. 
Glen identifies himself with the vision of Wallace Stevens. from whom he 
quotes: 
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We seek 
Nothing beyond reality. Within it 
Everything, the spirit's alchemicana 
Included. the spirit that goes roundabout 
And through included. not merely the visible, 
Glen comments: 
... this new road or new sensibility of the post-romantic, modem western 
nominalist mind is not yet easily expressible in prose and indeed one of its 
qualities is its very unexpressiveness-tbe difficulty of seeing it in a fixed stance 
since one of its qualities is that of continual flux and change. 
The chapter. There and Now, following The New Nominalism. begins: 
The poetic theories I have written about are, as I have stressed, prose or 
intellectual supports for my own poetry, but the poetic expression on which these 
theories are based is to be found throughout my work. 
Glen quotes as an example the final poem of the sequence "Ane to 
Anither" from Realities, which begins with characteristic economy, 
A tall girl. 
I see her daurk agin the sky 
heich on the banks 0 the hillside loch. 
The progress of the poem is factual and pedestrian-I intend no more than 
at an even walking pace-but it ends, 
Aa is kent for itsel 
in the movement 0 this leid 
definin and creatin ... 
the burn. the single tree. the stane dyke 
you and me, that words. An essence 
in aa things 
The question may be asked: is not the simple naming of the "thing" 
enough? Is it not enough that the poet by the precision of his images and 
rhythm creating the sense of two people without speech communicating 
the presence of an ultimate, for the poem reaches to 
The logos? 
And become flesh through a luve 
ayount unnerstaunin? 
I tum to you clear agin the sky. 
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My question is rhetorical, for the peculiar interest and achievement of The 
Autobiography is in the conjunction of the particular and the abstract. The 
book has been published almost at the same time as George Davie's The 
Crisis of the Democratic Intellect. The cast of mind which George Davie 
describes as a characteristic outcome of Scottish education from the mid-
eighteenth century into the 20th century, a mind which found expression 
not only in philosophers but also in Scottish institutions which referred 
their findings to first principles, is the most persistent feature of Glen's 
Autobiography. 
Professor Norman Stone, in his review of The Crisis of the Democratic 
Intellect (The Sunday Times 28/12/1986), writes: 
The tradition of classics, mathematics and philosophy in education went right 
back to the Renaissance, and one of the ironies of all this was that it experienced a 
creative flowering around 1900, at the very moment when it was under this mortal 
bureaucratic attack ... .If this period has a moral, it is that science needs 
mathematics, and the arts need philosophy ... 
By 1900 the speculative mind had been withdrawn from poetry generally, 
for there were exceptions including John Davidson who attempted to re-
introduce intellect. The most deleterious effects of the substitution of 
feeling for intellect were to be demonstrated in the slavish imitations of 
Burns which abounded at that period and in the fiction of the Kailyard 
School. In Scotland the rescue of poetry began substantially with the 
publication of MacDiarmid's The Scottish Chapbook in 1922. The results 
were the Scottish Renaissance and its effects. In the 1920's MacDiarmid 
railed against the merely domestic inward look of contemporaries-his 
flight from such material being his early lyrics with their cosmic imagery. 
Glen, sixty odd years leter, by bringing together in the Autobiography a 
major part of his poetic output, draws attention to his material being 
domestic-indeed acceptable to the Kailyarders, yet on account of the 
context in which the poems are set, how completely different the outcome. 
In Realities Poems he writes: 
Aa that is in being 
stauns real 
and clear 0 the newst daurk. Aa 
rax out to be with the realness 0 things for 
themsels 
that can mak a glow as warm as luve 0 anither 
taen without a thocht 0 seL 
The difference between the "domestic" school and Glen's writing is of 
consciousness--of Glen's awareness of the possibility of an apprehension 
of the final unity of life, as was MacDiarmid, as was Rilke, as, perhaps, 
are all writers with true imagination who note the increasing 
fragmentation. The last word, and the first, that which must contain the 
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whole imagination is suggested in "a glow as warm as luve 0 anither." 
Here he struggles to say what can hardly be said, the struggle being 
noticeable in the unsatisfactory word, "realness." 
"But poems," Glen writes, "come essentially from areas beyond all 
obvious geographical or personal or intellectual sources. They come from 
areas of our psyche of which we have little or no direct knowledge or 
understanding." The prose in the book ends with a comment on his poem 
"Experience. " 
It is, I suppose, concerned with the mystical experience but its mysticism also 
takes strength, as I hope do all my writings, from a deep knowledge of human 
love. I end this book, as I ended the final issue of Akros, by printing Experience 
which I hope expresses the joy and love I find in life. 
I have used the word "pedestrian" with reference to Glen's verse, and 
to some this is enough to deny it belongs to the category of poetry. It is, as 
I have indicated, singularly successful in this book as a means of 
communicating its author's sense of life. He, his friends and relatives 
establish a presence in the mind, as one might expect a novelist to do but 
within a shorter space, and remarkably without our being struck that this 
comes about by the marrying of two forms, prose and poetry. This success 
is explained, though it is not the intention of the passage, in a comment 
Glen makes: 
In my head Scots and Scottish English with a Scottish pronunciation and twist are 
inseparably intertwined, and in being true to myself I am true to that leid, even if I 
draw in some literary Scots as well as the Scots I spoke as a boy, so creating my 
own distinctive literary language .... Someone said in a review that I was more 
interested in ideas than in words. This is not true. I am fascinated by ideas but I 
am equally fascinated by sound patterns that emerge as I write my poetry. As with 
vocabulary, many critics are not good at noting subtle sound patterns in a 
language which, due to the skill of the poet reads easily and naturally. Anyway the 
sound patterns of my poetry are dependent on even my English-looking words 
being given the proper Scots pronunciation. This is vital to me and to my poetry. 
Tum my poetry into English sounds and the sound patterns. the music goes. 
An attentive ear and mind will be drawn into the sound patterns of this 
book and to a consideration of ideas generated through its author's 
intimate acquaintance with the developments in literature throughout the 
Scottish literary revival, and by his wide reading of contemporary 
literature. It is, however, the integrity of the man and his belief in "the 
love I find in life" as Duncan Glen put it, which is the final persuasion, 
that there is much virtue to be found here. 
GEORGE BRUCE 
Edinburgh 
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John Galt. The Member, an autobiography. Ed. Ian A. Gordon. 
Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press. 1975. 128 pp. 
John Galt. Reappraisals. Ed. Elizabeth Waterston. University of Guelph. 
1985. 128 pp. 
One gratefully remembers Professor Elizabeth Waterston's re-edition 
of the third volume of Galt's long forgotten novel, Bogle Corbet, a volume 
based on his Canadian experience. As a welcome result, in 1984, a 
foregathering of "the Galt Circle" took place in Guelph, the very town 
founded by the author of The Provost. The papers under consideration 
here were read at the conference. Reappraisals may balance Christopher 
A. Whatley's John Galt 1779-1979 (Edinburgh: Ramsay Head, 1979); yet 
one cannot help feeling that crossing the Atlantic had a bracing influence 
on Galt studies and somehow enlarged their scope. Out of the nine papers 
presented only three deal with standard topics, and with renewed 
relevance. The remaining six explore for the first time the new-world 
writings (including the Autobiography), which had been so far given short 
shrift when at all, and the result is surprisingly seminal. Not only is 
attention brought back on Galt's outstanding achievement as a colonizer 
and town-planner, but a younger generation of scholars is beginning to 
venture out of the safe core of his Scottish tales to reconnoitre the vast no-
man's-land of his neglected writings, a field where valuable information is 
to be gleaned regarding his not-so-simple personality, his technical 
ventures and chequered inspiration. Even when he strays outside his 
range, when he is compelled to write against the grain or succumb to 
slovenly competence, Galt cannot help being clever. 
Three essays attempt, each in its own way, to establish some kinship 
between Galt's Canadian writings and his tales of the West. 
Professor Frykman, no friend to resurrectionists, is anxious to find out 
whether Lawrie Todd and Bogle Corbet, neither book deserving to be 
ranked among Galt's worst duds, offer some similitude with the earlier 
stories. With Lawrie Todd, the confrontation, though carried with 
unrelenting pertinacity, is not altogether rewarding. A few points of 
moderate interest are made. In Sir Andrew Wylie and Lawrie Todd both 
heroes achieve success against unprepossessing personal oddity and are 
matched to unlikely partners, but the Canadian novel is a true story, the 
Ayrshire one a fairy-tale of sorts. That Galt chose to make Lawrie a 
Midlothian Scot certainly invites speCUlation, but owing to his ambiguous 
attitude to the East and its capital, the answer remains conjectural. In 
poking uncharitable fun at single blessedness Galt stoops to well-worn 
"tasteless padding." Nevertheless in previous works he is feelingly aware 
that the plight of spinsterhood was part of the dark side of the social 
landscape. He is still good at controlling pathos but his insistence on 
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particular Providence (Galt was against it) reminds us that his model was 
Grant Thorburn, the seed-merchant whose memoirs, soaked in maudlin 
bigotry, inspired the ftrst half of the novel. Yet obviously the book, written 
in uninspiring circumstances, presents no palpable departure. Fortunately 
Erik Frykman is more insightful in his too brief examination of Bogle 
Corbet. One readily agrees that "Galt is speaking for and about himself." 
Several biographical elements are to be met in the frrst two volumes as 
well, some pretty obvious, others, I have to admit, would be unscholarly 
guess-work. In the third volume an undertone of resignation and 
disappointment reflects the mood of the author. The themes of failure and 
destiny are touched upon in a book, which though aesthetically a 
"shocking affair," remains enigmatic. 
Concentrating on Bogle Corbet, Elizabeth Waterston views the 
problem of kinship differently. Noting Galt's partiality for town annals 
and the urban pressure of his day, she contrasts the slow development of a 
sparse rural parish into a denser and more complex township, a process 
taking place without serious hitches nor loss of cultural identity, with the 
founding of Stockwell and the difftculty of holding together a random 
assemblage of settlers in a forbidding physical environment. Galt, says 
Professor Waterston, unwittingly paved the way for subsequent Canadian 
novelists, the "small scale realists" who were to form a major line of 
Canadian writing. She observes that the plot in most of the Scottish stories 
need not be elaborate, the slow process of change lending sufftcient 
consistency to the tale. No such unifying link exists in Bogle Corbet and 
this reflects on the narrative method. Chapters succeed each other in a 
disconnected sequence of sketches. This structure does fit the Canadian 
situation and occurs repeatedly in "small town Canadian realists." As 
Elizabeth Waters ton pithily puts it "Galt's rough form fits easily into 
stories in a rough land." 
This certainly carries conviction, yet one point calls for qualiftcation. 
Galt's almost exclusively communal or urban preoccupation may betray a 
rejection of the fashionable nature cult and a deep-seated recoil in the 
presence of elemental force. He certainly had no sympathy with the 
"gelatinous" lakists, and the vast expanses of sylvan wilderness must have 
at ftrst evoked a chilly response, but in his undistinguished novels most of 
his long natural descriptions are derivative, and in his "cataclysmic 
scenes" he conforms to a pictorial as well as to a literary fashion or mood 
generally ascribed to the lingering trauma caused by the French 
Revolution and the Napoleonic wars. 
Here it may be important to note that there is a hidden side to Galt's 
personality. His formative years admit of a second reading. To some 
extent he is a romantic of a Byronic cast. Though pungently critical of the 
Byronic pose, he was fascinated by the dark abysmal aspect of the Byronic 
hero. We must remember also his susceptibility to the Mackenzie temper. 
This gloomier aspect of his personality, which the bulk of his romantic 
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writings forbids us to ignore, might bring grist to the mill of those who 
believe in Scottish schizophrenia and in a particular brand of Northern 
romanticism. 
Ian Campbell has a rather idiosyncratic and arresting approach. He 
finds in Bogle Corbet a unifying principle applicable to most of the 
Scottish stories. His title, "Dependents of Chance," implies a theme which 
underlies Galt's work-the necessity of leadership to impose order on a 
chaotic society whose members have to be protected against their own 
irresponsibility. The leader is always a man of wider experience and 
superior ability standing out for development (e.g. Bogle, Cayenne, 
Pawkie), actuated by the prime motive in Galt's social and economic 
ethics-increase. This brings Campbell to stress one complementary 
theme, limitation, the need to curb one's ambition, either through self-
knowledge or when compelled by circumstances. This idea was to become 
obsessional in the last phase of Galt's career when the demon of destiny, 
the offspring of his meditations on failure, come very near to becoming a 
mystic reality. Ringing the changes on his text with remarkable 
resourcefulness, Campbell sheds additional light on the complexity and 
subtlety of Galt's point of view. In spite of a few digressive skids and a 
little straining of ingenuity when he forces both Balwhidder and Malachi 
Mailings into his pattern, we are given an original, distanced and overall 
view of the Scottish stories with refreshing brio. 
Gilbert R. Stelter in his essay "The Writer as Town Booster and 
Builder" is outstandingly infonnative about Galt's achievement in 
Ontario. He closely retraces the progress of an early interest in town and 
city growth which led the author of the Annals to seek solutions overseas 
to ease the economic and demographic pressures, a source of worry in 
Scotland during the first decades of the nineteenth century. Galt advocated 
the founding of towns and the launching of "directed settlements" by 
private companies. Professor Stelter recalls the creation of the Canada 
Company ("a tough process"), the highhanded but efficient way in which 
the commissioner carried out his assignment, the formal solemnity which 
attended the foundation of Guelph, but the essay terminates on a climactic 
disclosure, the discovery of a copy of an original map of the town, drawn 
after Galt's directions in 1826 and inspired from the French architect 
L'Enfant's laying out of Washington. Unfortunately, his harmonious 
fanlike planning was interfered with and sadly messed up after his recall. 
Indeed Galt must have enjoyed a dubious gratification in turning his 
Canadian experience into literature. 
Professor Stelter's paper brings valuable complementary information 
on Galt's work in Canada; it is no less an important contribution to 
Canadian history whose impressive apparatus of notes and maps makes it 
all the more interesting. 
Nick Whistler in his close re-reading of Galt's Autobiography reminds 
us that it is "an autobiography before the curtain," mainly written to 
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vindicate his work in Ontario. An invaluable sourcebook to a neglected 
period of Canadian history it certainly is. That it is as well a literary 
achievement Whistler successfully demonstrates, though he fails to 
dissipate the prevailing bias that it is the product of a mind deprived of its 
wonted vitality. Nevertheless even when he is at his most sanguine, he 
makes points of remarkable acuity and significance. For one he asks the 
right question: how did the arch manipulator of the autobiographic genre 
deal with his own life? Galt acted like a skilled professional equipped with 
all the tricks of the trade, using selection and reduction, "presenting truth 
in its most winsome aspect," finding sufficient elements in this chequered 
life to build up a a compelling public image. As he had done in his earlier 
fiction, he enhanced his narrative by wrapping it in a predestinarian 
patterning of fate, a web of coincidences and omens. He further improved 
on his life story by resorting to myth making. Whistler has some 
interesting remarks when discussing Galt's religion, but his picture would 
have been more consistent and more complete had he availed himself of 
all the material at his disposal, the later poems, mainly The Demon of 
Destiny, the essay on "Fatalism and Particular Providence" in The Literary 
Life, and Coleman 0' Parson's chapter on Galt in his Witchcraft and 
Demonology in Scott's Fiction. Omens, premonitions, and dreams may 
have been used as fictional devices in his earlier and rather crude attempts 
at novel writing and even in some of the Scottish stories; later, after his 
return from Canada, they took a deeper meaning; he started pondering 
over the reasons of his past setbacks and failures and evolved his own 
peculiar brand of Presbyterianism. 
Whistler's resorting to Freudian analysis, notably his spotting of 
several paraphrases, cannot be faulted. I even believe that Freud could 
provide useful insights in the study of Galt's personality, which has not 
yet been quite rounded up. On the whole one can only applaud a 
successful exploration of "a literary self-myth of one of the greatest first-
person myth-makers." 
Considered as a whole Bogle Corbet is the most puzzling of the 
potboilers dashed off for Colburn and Bentley. Notwithstanding its 
blemishes the book deserved more attention than it had been so far 
granted. In his lucid analysis of Galt's motives and of the book structure, 
Martin Bowman reaches gratifying and, to some extent, redeeming 
conclusions. 
The sentimental convention such as it is used in this novel, Bowman 
warns us, is not to be dismissed as mere padding. Galt deliberately 
attempted to integrate romance material "in a particular manner." Initially 
his aim was both practical and realistic. He intended to write under the 
guise of a theoretical biography a guide for the average prospective 
emigrant to Canada. But the type of hero he chose made him wander from 
his purpose. Bogle, though quite the ordinary man, is prone to fits of 
melancholy which tum him into a failure. In devising a "metaphysical 
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anatomy" with a strong admixture of romance, Galt courted difficulty. He 
had to integrate the convention of sensibility into the psychological 
realism he was familiar with. For Bogle is not meant to be the sentimental 
hero but a modern anti-hero with a crippling handicap which leaves him 
helpless in front of a harsh economic situation. Galt took a deep interest in 
this social misfit and adroitly exploited the convention of sensibility to 
explore the inner discomfort of a man acutely aware of his limitations. He 
made Bogle a superstitious man, a prey to mystic imaginings. His belief in 
a Gothic double helps him to exculpate himself and to project into a 
malevolent associate all the qualities he feels he is himself lacking. 
But Galt's most effective device to legitimate the sentimental 
convention is to have the failed man tell his own story in the very terms 
and shape of the literature he has imbibed. His commonplace mind can 
only produce a derivative tale. His flight from a stale flat life to Canada 
starts him on a cathartic process. He learns that romance has little to do 
with the severe realities of frontier life. Eventually realism steals the 
show. The introduction of a parodic subplot ironically counterpoints 
Bogle's submission to reality. The reformed man of feeling and his 
prosaic wife usurp the part of the hero and the heroine. As Martin 
Bowman aptly puts it, Galt has discovered a way of integrating the 
convention of the sentimental romance into a book which was its 
antithesis. Perhaps the last stroke comes with the conclusion. Bogle takes 
to in-door gardening, an unmelodramatic d6noument to a muted tragedy of 
insignificance. 
I have called Bogle Corbet a puzzling novel, not because of its 
overlooked purpose and structural complexity brilliantly expounded by 
Martin Bowman, but on account of the autobiographical elements, now 
palpable and treated as anonymous fictional material, now fleetingly 
present and about which in the absence of fresh documentary evidence 
speculation would be idle. Yet I shall terminate on an impertinent 
question: was Galt in Bogle Corbet a forerunner of the objective-
correlative method? 
That some light topical sketches serialized for the entertainment of the 
readers of Blackwood's Magazine should eventually produce "a serious 
and well-formed novel" stands to the credit of Galt's technical awareness. 
It also stands to Keith Costain's credit to have taken to pieces Galt's 
original devices to revitalize a genre pretty much on the wane by the end 
of the eighteenth century. This, Costain has done better than his numerous 
predecessors, and it is to be hoped that the answer he has provided may 
clinch the matter, if not for good, at least for many years to come. 
Technique indeed needs close watching in The Ayrshire Legatees. It is 
the epistolary form, freed from its traditional fetters, which enabled Galt 
to tackle from a different angle the problems he was to deal with so 
efficiently in his subsequent Scottish tales. Keeping in mind that in 1820 
one of Galt's main concerns had been with change, the central theme of 
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The Legatees, Costain suggests, is judgment. A provincial family imbued 
with the values of their agricultural world cannot help considering for the 
benefit of the people at home the unfamiliar metropolitan environment in 
which they happen to be temporarily immersed. On being "judicial" not 
only do they reveal their "metaphysical anatomy" but also the pressures of 
historical forces that affect their judgment. Parents and children react each 
in their own way, reflecting the conflict of values between generations. 
The older Pringles stick to their old communal and altruistic ideals; 
Rachel and her brother yield to the spirit of self-interest which infects the 
new mercantile society. Character works as a dynamic factor. Costain sees 
the book as a kind of Pilgrim's Progress where "irony is the keyword and 
vanity the snare." Each protagonist is anatomized with fresh illuminating 
zest. Galt's leading notions are already preceptible here: the need for 
keeping the balance between permanence and progression; for only within 
the community can the forces of stability come to terms. 
An entertainment underlaid by serious thinking, The Ayrshire Legatees 
is certainly a suitable curtain-raiser for the Scottish stories and Costain's 
approach through a preliminary survey of the epistolary form has helped 
him in no small way in his perceptive and, in my opinion, convincing re-
examination. 
Professor H.B. de Grootes undertakes to clarify the technical points at 
issue regarding the narrative method in The Last of the Lairds. The 
composition itself was a pretty garbled affair. Galt had long fumbled for a 
suitable technique, and the unfinished novel was abandoned to the 
misguided tampering of Blackwood and Moir. 
Galt had stumbled against a major obstacle, the limitations of a 
besotted protagonist who could not be entrusted with the telling of his own 
story. He decided on a narrator who was an observer and a secondary 
character. It was perhaps natural, Professor de Grootes notices, that a 
secondary character should act as author. Authors "look at people as 
copy." In this capacity the narrator comes very near to being Galt himself. 
Moir, says De Grootes, though gUilty of sundry misdeeds, was right to 
streamline the book into a self-contained novel by suppressing all the 
topical references and squibs at actual people. But the fundamental 
question at the heart of the Lairds' problem is what caused Galt to fumble 
for the adequate form and misled his two editors. Professor de Grootes 
provides, I think, the right answer. No precedent existed of a novel related 
by a minor character. So Galt blundered into something he had hardly 
foreseen, being willy-nilly "an experimenter in narrative prospective." He 
certainly should not be blamed for a little mishandling in the new narrative 
device he was experimenting with. The method came to full fruition only 
in the late nineteenth century. However, after lA. Gordon's retrieval and 
editing of the original manuscript, The Last of the Lairds is seen as a far 
from despicable contrivance and one which needs to be considered. This is 
made emphatically clear by Professor de Grootes who has other shrewd 
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remarks, notably on the use of language to which, I am afraid, I could do 
but poor justice. 
With Professor Ian Gordon's study on "Galt and Politics" Reppraisals 
is brought to a masterly conclusion. With his wonted alacrity and exacting 
regard for clarity, he stresses the fact that Galt was anxious to avoid any 
interference of his activity as a writer of fiction with the public image he 
sedulously cultivated, that of a man of affairs walking the corridors of 
power and familiar with people of rank and influence. Hence probably his 
ambiguous attitude to the profession of letters, his pretence of detachment 
and eighteenth-century condescension which ended with the loss of his 
Canadian post. 
The perception of such close correspondence between the two worlds 
could only have come from one shrewdly aware of Galt's fascination for 
political science and its exercise in public life. Another observation, and a 
very gratifying one indeed, has been forced upon Gordon, who is anything 
but a vain man, by incontrovertible evidence: "Galt sells." Recent editions 
of The Provost and The Last of the Lairds are sold out and The Member 
has run into a second edition. How this little book can be so popular with 
the modern reader can be easily accounted for. There is no reason to recall 
Galt's uncanny dexterity in turning out a piece of prim and sly writing. 
The book still reads remarkably well. The author adheres to the well-tried 
pattern of "theoretical" autobiographies: one theme, a protagonist, a 
succession of seemingly disconnected episodes and incidents but no plot; 
true, nevertheless an efficient narrative drive, a self-revelating process and 
an unobtrusive underlying structure. As Gordon shows in his introduction, 
the career of Archibald Jobbery is skillfully charted: an ascending 
movement at first, then a middle stage made of ups and downs for politics 
entail some rough sailing, a more serene, anticlimactic conclusion. The 
book owes its favor with the reading public to its "startling topicality," the 
die-hard practices of the political mores of a democratic system of 
government. Galt had "an unerring eye and ear for what seems permanent 
in political dealings." The Member because it has lost none of its deadly 
accuracy is a "disquieting book. Shall I add that lA. Gordon, no lesser a 
devotee of accuracy than Galt has identified with a wealth of deductive 
particulars, the Northhampshire constituency which provided Galt with his 
model for Frailtown. 
The essays in Reappraisals, as I suggested at the beginning of this 
review, show a decisive advance of Galt studies. Even a detailed account 
has, I fear, failed to do justice to their demanding scholarship and fruitful 
scrutiny. Emphasis has been laid now on Galt's technical resourcefulness, 
now on the profundity and complexity of the underlying thought. Can one 
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be content to repeat that Galt is "a serious author" or shall we, with the 
most authoritative of his commentators, call him great? 
HENRI GmAULT 
Universite de Grenoble 
Allan H. MacLaine. Allan Ramsay. Boston: Twayne Publishers. 1985. 
[xii] + 159 pp. Twayne's English Authors Series, 400. 
Johann Assbeck. Why are my Country-Men such Foes 10 Verse? 
Untersuchungen zur schottischen Dichtung des fruhen 18. lahrhunderts in 
ihrem Verhiiltnis zum englischen Klassizismus. [Studies in Early 
Eighteenth-Century Scottish Poetry and its Relationship to English 
Neoclassicism.] Frankfurt/Main, Berne, New York: Verlag Peter Lang. 
1986.460 pp. Sprache und Literatur, 25. 
The preoccupation with Burns and, to a lesser degree, Fergusson that 
characterized the traditional criticism of eighteenth-century Scottish 
poetry seems to be gradually being abandoned in favor of a wider 
perspective, as there is a growing tendency to recognize the earlier poets 
as literary figures in their own right. Allan H. MacLaine's monograph on 
Allan Ramsay is the second full-length critical study of this poet after the 
completion of the STS edition of Ramsay's works in 1974 (for the first, 
written in German, cf. SSL, 18 [1983], 291-7). In the main, MacLaine 
presents us with the conventional image of the Edinburgh poet, but there 
are interesting shifts of emphasis in some places. Ramsay is seen, 
naturally enough, as the embodiment of the Scots vernacular revival to 
which he is said to have given "both its original impetus and its final 
direction" (p. I), Only nine pages are dedicated to "Ramsay in English 
Dress," although MacLaine finds it "stanling to recall that close to half of 
Ramsay's total poetic output is not in Scots at all, but in standard literary 
English" (p. 114), But, according to MacLaine, Ramsay never acquired 
more than "a moderate competence" in the southern poetic idiom and 
throughout his life remained unable "to express any idea with complete 
naturalness and conviction" in English (p. 115), so that all his 
"significant" poetry was written in Scots. 
MacLaine's analyses of the individual works are sound, if rather 
sketchy. Discussing 110 poems in 140 pages of text is, of course, 
something of a lour de force, and given the profusion of quotations there 
is relatively little space for critical comment. Whenever possible, 
MacLaine relates Ramsay's work to the older Scots poetic tradition, and 
he eagerly points out Ramsay's influence on the later eighteenth-century 
poets. (One finds, however, comparatively little about Ramsay's 
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indebtedness to Butler, Pope, Prior, or Gay, which so obviously also 
affected his Scots poems; on the other hand, it seems that Fergusson and 
Burns knew and frequently quoted from Ramsay's entire work, both Scots 
and English). But, above all, MacLaine tries to draw attention to what is 
good in Ramsay and thus to stimulate the reader to return to the poems. 
Among the works he admires most are Ramsay's satires and pastorals. 
The additional cantos of Christis Kirk on the Green, often quoted by 
former critics as an example of Ramsay's "vulgarity" and linguistic 
confusion, are appreciated by Mac Laine as vigorous social satire showing 
"Ramsay at his earthy, colloquial best" (p. 19); likewise, he argues that 
Ramsay's neglected political satire A Tale of Three Bonnets "deserves to 
be recognized as one of his major works" (p.24). Of Ramsay's comic 
elegies, that on Patie Birnie is, "in terms of style and craftsmanship, the 
most accomplished" (p. 30), and The Last Speech of a Wretched Miser is 
"one of Ramsay's finest poems" altogether (p. 38). Similar praise is 
lavished on Patie and Roger ("Ramsay's Scots verse at its best," p. 66) 
and The Gentle Shepherd ("Ramsay's longest and most important original 
creation," p. 68). Although MacLaine seems less enthusiastic about 
Ramsay's verse epistles and Horatian odes, he holds a few of them to be 
also "surprisingly felicitous" (p. 46), showing Ramsay "at his skillful 
best" (p. 51). As to Ramsay's Scots tales, most of them "are masterly in 
their genre" (p. 113), The Monk and the Miller's Wife indeed being "the 
finest extended piece of Scots narrative verse of the eighteenth century 
before Burns" (p. 112). The quality of Ramsay's Scots songs is uneven, 
but "The Widow" deserves to be recognized as a first-rate comic song" 
(p. 87), "The Malt-Man" "is one of Ramsay's most effective comic lyrics" 
(p. 89), and in "Up in the Air" "Ramsay surpasses himself' (p. 85). 
MacLaine also pays due respect to Ramsay's achievement as a publisher 
and editor of Scottish poetry (pp. 123-33), but, in contrast to many other 
critics, he argues that Ramsay's "own creative work in Scots was 
immeasurably more important and fruitful" than his role as anthologist 
(p. 134). 
There is, then, much admiration and commendation in this new study 
of Ramsay's work, so much, in fact, that the reader is somewhat puzzled 
by MacLaine's conclusion, in his discussion of the intrinsic value of the 
poems, that "Ramsay was not a great poet" (p. 139). Still, MacLaine 
claims, Ramsay's poetry deserves more credit than it has received in the 
twentieth century, even if, all things considered, the historical importance 
of Ramsay's work ranks much higher than its aesthetic value. 
It is in the discussion of the historical context of Ramsay and his work 
that Mac Laine 's study is most debatable. Above all, the traditional view 
that Ramsay was "passionately opposed" to the parliamentary Union with 
England (p. 24) needs to be qualified. To link up with Ramsay's political 
views only the "Jacobite" poems The Vision and A Tale of Three Bonnets, 
both published anonymously, and to ignore works such as The Prospect of 
Plenty (in which Ramsay freely discusses the advantages of the Union and 
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speaks of England and Scotland as "The antient Nations join' d like Man 
and Wife") or the verse epistles addressed to William Somerville (which 
repeatedly praise the newly gained peace and friendship between "North 
Britain" and "her Sister South") must needs diston the picture. Nor is it 
possible any longer to uphold the theory that an insistence on the Scots 
tradition was the common literary reaction to the loss of Scotland's 
political independence after 1707 and that "in the eyes of his countrymen 
in his own generation ... Ramsay himself was the Scots revival" (p. 139). 
In his discussion of Watson's and Ramsay's antiquarianism MacLaine 
fails to see that France and England had recently statted anthologizing 
their national poetry (a fact Watson himself points out in the preface to his 
Choice Collection), so that the cultural example of these countries and not 
only the political events around the year 1707 should be considered as an 
incitement to the Scottish editors. The proceedings of the Easy Club, 
together with such works as The Gentleman's Qualifications or The 
Scriblers Lash'd (both neglected by MacLaine because of their English 
diction), make it quite clear that even when they adopted the names of 
famous older Scottish writers, Ramsay and his friends never seriously 
thought of rebuilding Scotland's literary reputation on verses written in 
the Scots vernacular: their conscious cultural standard was that of the 
south, and Joseph Mitchell was by no means alone when he saw Ramsay's 
major achievement in the example provided by his "polish'd" lines: 
Reform the Taste OfCALEOONIA'S Brood: 
Your Way must take, as easiest understood. 
By small Degrees, the Language will refme, 
'Till Sterling English in our Numbers shine. 
(''To Mr. Allan Ramsay," Poems on Several Occasions [London, 1729], I, 
276-77). 
Ramsay, it is true, never followed Mitchell's striving for Englishness, 
but he increasingly disliked being classified as a (provincial) "Caledonian 
Bard," preferring to be considered a British poet. His aesthetics were 
largely formed by English neoclassicism, and he looked at his own poetry 
and that of his contemporaries (both English and Scots) as well as the 
works of the makars or the classical poets from the vantage point of the 
Augustan gentleman. Made self-conscious by the English prejudice 
against Scotland's culture, he often over-reached his goal; but his 
knowledge of the neoclassical poetic diction was not quite as restricted 
and his attitude towards "standard" English not quite as unnatural as 
MacLaine would have it. How deeply rooted in the literary language of 
the south he had become, but also how culturally confused the new 
political situation had made him, is revealed not least by the fact that he 
wrote the first drafts of several of his "medieval" Scots poems in 
neoclassical English (rather than Scots) and then altered the vocabulary, 
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syntax and spelling according to the antiquarian effect he wished to 
achieve. 
Ramsay's professed Britishness did not mean that he turned his back 
on the Scottish literary tradition; on the contrary, Ramsay was looking for 
loopholes in the contemporary system of aesthetics through which he 
might introduce Scottish elements, including the Scots vernacular, without 
any obvious breaches of decorum, so as to make "North British" literature 
acceptable to a larger public. An inconsiderate use of vernacular Scots 
would have defeated his purpose in much the same way as the 
presentation of the older Scottish poets in a relatively unpolished guise (in 
The Ever Green) repelled rather than attracted his sophisticated readers. 
(The Ever Green, as is well known, met with a rather tepid reception from 
the public, while Ramsay's anthology of fashionably refurbished and 
modern "Scots" songs, The Tea-Table Miscellany, was expanded to four 
volumes and attained at least fourteen editions during Ramsay's lifetime). 
Whether Ramsay's motives in The Ever Green were "more admirable" 
than in The Tea-Table Miscellany, as MacLaine claims (p. 129), is a 
matter of historical perspective. As a propagandist of Scottish culture in 
the fIrst decades after the Union, Ramsay undoubtedly served his country 
more effectively with the second collection, even if by modern critical 
standards The Ever Green is the more valuable book. 
The cultural situation of post-Union Scotland was more complex and 
Ramsay's achievement as a Scottish poet more amazing than Professor 
MacLaine's study with its confInement to the vernacular tradition 
suggests. A stronger consideration of the international literary context and 
of the English half of Ramsay's works would also have deepened our 
understanding of the Scots revival and of Ramsay's role in it. 
In his thesis on early eighteenth-century Scottish poetry and its 
relationship to English neoclassicism, Johann Assbeck looks at Scotland's 
crisis of cultural identity in the wake of the Union from a stimulatingly 
new point of view. Scrutinizing the example of two poetry anthologies 
published at that time in the Scottish capital, The Edinburgh Miscellany 
(c. 1720) and Ramsay's Tea-Table Miscellany (1723), Assbeck discusses 
the various attempts by Scottish writers to solve the conflict arising from 
the largely uncontested exemplariness of English literature on the one 
hand and Scottish nationalism on the other. The title of Assbeck's study, 
Why are my Country-Men such Foes to Verse, is taken from a verse epistle 
addressed to Alexander Pope by one Mr. Hepburn, who in various 
contributions to The Edinburgh Miscellany joined forces with other 
patriotic writers to overcome Scotland's literary barrenness by bidding 
"the English Muse shine forth in Northern Lines." The Edinburgh 
Miscellany was positively anglophile in its outlook; sponsored by the 
fashionable Athenian Society, it contained among its pastorals, elegies, 
Horation odes, verse epistles, didactic poems, and vers de societe early 
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poetical attempts by Thomson, Mitchell, Mallet, Robertson of Struan, 
Henry Home (Lord Kames), as well as several members of the Fair 
Intellectual Club. Although one of the principal aims of this publication 
was to give Scottish poetry a chance of re-asserting its place in the realm 
of British letters, not one of the poems contained in it is in the Scots 
vernacular. 
Assbeck convincingly argues that even during the fIrst two decades of 
the century the decisive criterion for the nationalistic poet and editor was 
"Scottishness" rather than Scots; this also holds true for large parts of 
Watson's Choice Collection, Hamilton of GilbertfIeld's new edition of the 
Wallace, and other publications of uncontestedly nationalistic intent. To 
many young poets, imitation of the English models seemed the only 
possible way out of Scotland's cultural dearth, but naturally there was a 
preference for those kinds of poetry that, even if vaguely, referred to 
Scottish history, Scottish scenery, or Scottish tunes. The highly popular 
"Scotch songs" of that period are a characteristic example of the cultural 
interchange then developing: they were, in fact, English songs set to 
Scottish tunes (or tunes "in the Scottish manner") and covered with a thin 
patina of Scottishness; coming from fashionable London, they were 
eagerly taken up by polite Edinburgh society, imitated, and sent back 
south of the border with a defying "Edina yields not to Augusta yet" as 
examples of the elegant modem Scottish muse. 
Assbeck demonstrates that with regard to its poetical practice and its 
underlying cultural norms, The Tea-Table Miscellany differs less from The 
Edinburgh Miscellany than has commonly been assumed. In choosing his 
motto from Waller and dedicating his collection to the "British" public, 
Ramsay left no doubt about his cultural stand. Yet while most of the 
verses "by different Hands" show only slight, if any, traces of Scots, 
Ramsay tried in his own contributions (not always unsuccessfully) to 
achieve a synthesis of the Scottish oral tradition and English neoclassical 
poetry. With the aesthetic norms of Addison, Philips, and D'Urfey to start 
from, neither Ramsay nor his collaborators thought of offering genuine 
folksongs to their readers; this may be regrettable from the modem point 
of view, but The Tea-Table Miscellany at least helped to save a great 
number of popular tunes from falling into oblivion. 
The strength of Assbeck' s study lies in its skillful evocation of the 
socio-cultural and literary contexts of Scottish post-Union poetry and in its 
highlighting of some of the lesser-known poets of that period. In his 
analyses of the individual poems and songs, Assbeck is perhaps a little 
unfair when he compares the poems of young Scottish dtbutants to the 
masterly verses of Pope, Swift, or the Countess of Winchilsea; surely, the 
shortcomings of the imitations are not entirely due to the writers' different 
national, social, and linguistic background, but also to their obvious 
inexperience or lack of talent. Moreover, Assbeck tends to interpret the 
neoclassical rules somewhat too narrowly, allowing for no deviation 
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whatsoever from the set standards. Ramsay for one showed several times 
that "snatching a grace beyond the reach of an" was quite possible for the 
competent Scottish poet. In the case of nature poetry, Assbeck is quite 
willing to admit this possibility, so why not in the case of the verse epistle 
or song? 
On the whole, Assbeck's thesis is very well documented and free from 
factual errors. It should perhaps be pointed out that the title of John 
Speirs's study, twice quoted wrongly (pp. 19 and 314), is The Scots 
Literary Tradition, and that Ramsay's early works in the Scots vernacular 
were by no means suppressed in 1728 (p. 305), but appeared in a re-
edition of the 1721 volume, so that there was no reason to include them in 
the second volume of Ramsay's Poems as well. Quotations from 
Ramsay's original works should nowadays be taken from the modem 
standard edition (STS) rather than an obsolete 19th-century edition. But 
Assbeck's study also reminds us that critical editions of The Tea-TabLe 
MisceLLany, The Ever Green, and other 18th-century anthologies of 
Scottish poetry are still desiderata of modem literary scholarship. 
In spite of the circumstantiality and repetitiveness of many of 
Assbeck's arguments, this book has great merits and fills an important gap 
in Scottish studies of the eighteenth century. A detailed summary in 
English would certainly be much appreciated. 
PETER ZENZINGER 
Technische Universitiit Berlin 
The Concise Scots Dictionary. Editor-in-Chief Mairi Robinson. Aberdeen: 
Aberdeen University Press. 1985. xli + 820 pp. 
Of the making of dictionaries there is no end, since every dictionary of 
a living language is out of date before it is published. As the language 
changes, by adding new words or changing the meaning of existing ones, 
the dictionary maker must keep track and record the changes. At the same 
time, no dictionary ever becomes totally obsolete since it remains as 
evidence of the state of the language or of knowledge about the language 
when it was compiled. Moreover, makers of dictionaries make use of their 
predecessors and build on their foundations. The Concise Scots Dictionary 
(CSD) is a distillation, involving both condensation and refining, of The 
Scottish NationaL Dictionary (SND) and The Dictionary of the OLder 
Scottish Tongue (DOSn. Since a dictionary is an odd sort of book in that 
presumably nobody other than another dictionary maker (or a reviewer) is 
likely to sit down and read it page by page from beginning to end, the 
question immediately arises: What is the purpose of this volume? The aim, 
as stated in the preface, is to provide an accessible account of the Scots 
language, but what are the grounds for claiming that Scots is an 
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independent language rather than a dialect of English? AJ. Aitken, in his 
introduction, sets out the case for Scots very clearly: 
The unique characteristics of Scots which we have just surveyed-its linguistic 
distinctiveness, its occupation of its own "dialect island" bounded by the Border, 
its individual history, its own dialect variation, its varied use in a remarkable 
literature, the ancient loyalty of the Scottish people to the notion of the Scots 
language, as well as the fact that since the sixteenth century Scots has adopted the 
nation's name-all of these are attributes of a language rather than a dialect 
Manifestly Scots is to be seen as much more than simply another dialect of 
English. (p. xiii) 
The entry in the dictionary itself for Scots is also infonnative: 
Scots &c 17-; Scottis &c la14-17, Scottish &c, Scotch la17- A) forms: Scots (the 
descendant of the historical Sc form) survived till 19 only in certain locutions, but 
has gradually re-established itself as preferable to Scotch in general contexts 
among Scottish speakers when speaking Eng. Scottish (the full Eng form) was 
used in general contexts by anglicizing Scots (17-18); then retained in formal 
contexts stressing national or historical aspects (Ia18-); "Scottish burgh". 
"Scottish Crown". Scotch (the contracted Eng form and the prevailing form in 
England (17-) was adopted into Sc and was the prevailing Sc form (laI8-19), is 
still the regular vernacular form but is now acceptable in Scottish Standard 
English only in certain compounds: "Scotch broth", "Scotch whisky". [The 
numbers refer to centuries, e.g., lal7- = from the late 17th century onwards.] 
After a brief history of Scots, the introduction provides a key to the 
two trickiest aspects of the whole venture: pronunciation and orthography. 
Barthes, in one of his characteristically provocative suggestions, argues 
that there would be great benefits in allowing French people the freedom 
to spell the language as they thought fit and "the written physiognomy of 
the word might acquire a properly poetic value" (The Rustle of Language, 
1986), He might have been less enthusiastic if he had seen the problems 
that this presents for the editors of CSD. Without attempting a serious 
calculation, I guess that from twenty to thirty percent of the entries are for 
alternative spellings. Even so, probably the most frequent fonn to occur in 
CSD is &c, as the editors compromise between completeness and 
conciseness. An example will illustrate the point: 
pairish &c la17-e20, parise he &c la15-16, parioch &e laI6-e18, paroehe &e 
laI5-eI8; parise &e 1a14-17, perish &e la15-e20, perroehe &e 16, pareis &e 
la16-19,parish 17-
Poetic it may be but it is also a pain for the compilers and users of 
dictionaries. The editors have done their best, but it would be misleading 
to say that this is an easy work to consult. Sometimes it is like Voltaire's 
view of etymology a matter of paying attention to the consonants and 
leaving the vowels to take care of themselves. 
Pronunciation also presents problems. Aitken gives a very clear 
account of the pronunciation of Scots in his introduction, but even so it 
will be hard going for the non-specialist. The phonetics and phonology of 
Scots are complex and still not adequately described, despite the work that 
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has been done in the past fifteen years. In the dictionary itself, the editors 
have scrupulously marked with an asterisk those pronunciations which are 
not fully attested. This is particularly important in a work that it likely to 
become the standard authority for years to come. 
The main criticism is likely to be that CSD, like its sources, SND and 
DOST, is heavily dependent upon literature, and that mostly of a venerable 
and established reputation. Future editions will no doubt take into account 
contemporary writing, particularly the recent flourishing urban variety. 
The work of the Linguistic Survey of Scotland and other empirical studies 
will complement this and add more of the flavor of the spoken language. 
In the meantime, there is plenty to be grateful for in the present version. 
For the non-specialist, it is a rich storehouse of information about 
Scotland. There are all those imposing Latinate words that reveal so much 
of the Scottish character, particularly the legal terms with their 
uncompromising world-view and sometimes surprising meanings: 
casualty "I the aggregate of incidental items of the royal revenue e 16" 
Commodate, commodatum "a free loan of an article which must be returned 
exactly as lent la17-" 
Conservator "2 an official defender of the privileges of an institution or corporate 
body" 
declinature "the refusal by a judge to exercise jurisdiction, appropriate in a case 
in which by reason of relationship to a party or pecuniary or other interest his 
decision might be thought affected" 
exauctorate "deposed from office, relieved of authority: 
/orisfamiliate "of a MINOR living independently of his or her parents because of 
being married, having a separate estate etc laI6-" 
gravatour "a letter from the official of an ecclesiastical court censuring a person 
found guilty of an attempt to defraud or to escape due payment" 
heronius "of persons misguided in behaviour, disregarding or defying established 
habits and ideas, unconventional, outrageous" [The etymology is "a variant of 
English erroneous". which gives a good indication of Scottish notions of 
conformity.] 
intercommuning "the fact or practice of being in communication with rebels or 
denounced persons la 15-18" 
justify "2 execute justice upon, convict, condemn; execute (a convicted criminal); 
put (a criminal etc) to death 15-eI7" 
legitim "that part of a person's MOVEABLE estate which goes under common 
law to his or (since 1881) her children (now la20- including illegitimate children), 
one third if the other parent survives, otherwise half la17-" 
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lenocinium "the connivance or encouragement by one partner in a marriage of the 
adultery of the other (constituting a bar to divorce) la16-" 
luminator "St Andrews Univ-a member of class who, in return for fees paid by 
the other students, was responsible for providing fIre and light in the lecture-room 
and for keeping the attendance-rollla17-e19" 
manumission "the conferring of a university degree upon a graduand 17" 
misfortune "2 a breach of chastity resulting in the birth of an illegitimate child; 
the child itself la1S-" 
mortify "2 assign or bequeath in perpetuity (lands, property or money) to an 
ecclesiastical or other body or institution laIS-e19" [Aberdeen Town Council had 
"a master of mortifications" to administer such property.] 
novatioun "1 change (chiefly undesirable) in established practice; an innovation 
16-17. 
praepositure "the right of a wife to incur debts on behalf of her husband for food 
and household requirements lalS-" 
taciturnity "2 the silence of a creditor in regard to a debt or obligation, which can 
be pleaded in extinction of it, as implying that the claim has been satisfIed or 
abandoned la16-" 
Then there are the residual signs of the Auld Alliance with France: 
ashe! "I an oval serving plate, esp for a joint IS·" 
blanche/erme "a small or nominal quit-rent paid in money or otherwise laI4-17" 
cordisidron "lemon peeI17·e1S" 
lash "I trouble, annoy, anger, inconvenience 17·" 
/ushionless "offooe-Iacking in nourishment, tasteless, insipid 19-" 
gigot "a leg (of mutton or lamb) lalS-" 
jalouse "3 suspect, suppose (that .. ) laI7-" 
liege poustie "the state of being in full possession of one's faculties; soundness in 
mind and body la14-e20" 
mawdelit "illness which confines one to bed, as an excuse for not appearing in 
court IS" 
menage "a kind of savings club to which each member contributes a fixed sum 
weekly for a stated period 19-" 
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penalte "a troubled state of mind due to an awareness of the weakness of human 
nature and sin lal5" 
There are also a number of expressions that reveal different sides of 
the Scottish character: 
barisdall "an instrument of torture invent and used only by McDonald of 
Barisdale e18" 
barking and fleeing "spending wastefully and over-extravagantly; on the verge of 
ruin 19-" 
black ox "an imaginary black ox said to trample on someone who has suffered a 
bereavement or other severe calamity 18-eI9" 
brie "sandstone etc pounded down to use for rubbing on doorsteps etc e20" 
catlill "punish by pressing the finger into the hollow under a child's ear 19" 
cleg "2 a missile used by rioters against troops or police, esp during the Radical 
movement e19" 
covin tree "a tree in front of a Scottish mansion at which guests were met and 
from which they were sent off 19-elO" 
deasil "the custom of walking sun wise round a person or thing to bring good 
fortune laI8-e20" 
map 2 "nibble with twitching of the lips, as a rabbit or sheep 19-" 
mow 1 "of males, copulate, have sexual intercourse (with) 16-e20" [The 
etymology given is "perhaps from MOWS jest make fun of', which suggests an 
interesting attitude.] 
muse "a room to be used for meditation or study lal7" 
owersiclu "2 (1) failure to take preventive or punitive action; licence, indulgence, 
toleration, connivance laI6-eI7" 
Paisley screw "a screw driven home with a hammer instead of a screwdriver, 
suggesting laziness 20" 
raible "v 1 vt mob, assault with overwhelming numbers (specif an Episcopalian 
clergyman by a hostile Presbyterian congregation, after the Revolution settlement 
of 1688-89) la17-" 
sober "6 in poor or only moderate health, sickly, weak 19-" 
tilliesoul "a small private inn erected by a landowner for the servants and horses 
of his guests and any others whom he did not want to entertain himself 18-19" 
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Finally, there is the constant reminder of what an expressive language 
Scots is. In reading through this volume, I was constantly reminded or 
words that have an evocative resonance from my childhood: 
bumfle, earfuffle, earnaptious, ciarty, dieht, dottle, fouter, gomerei, guddle, 
haiver. high held vins. jouk.. keek. laldie, leerie, lowp, nyajJ, oos, peeh. pee lie-
wally, peenge, perjink, plunk. roup, sark. seart, seunner, sneek. snell. sumph, 
traipse,/umjie, wersh. 
If you don't know what these words mean, then you need to buy a copy of 
CSD. It's a bargain, and not only because it doesn't cost much. 
RONALD K.S. MACAULAY 
Pitzer College 
Scottish Language and Literature, Medieval and Renaissance. Fourth 
International Conference 1984. Proceedings. Ed. Dietrich Strauss and 
Horst W. Drescher. Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang. 1986.557 pp. 
Contents: Mairi Robinson, "The Concise Scots Dictionary," pp. 19-33; 
Adam J. Aitken, "The Pronunciation Entries for the CSD," pp. 35-45; 
Wilhelm F.H. Nicolaisen, "Names Reduced to Words?: Purpose and 
Scope of a Dictionary of Scottish Place Names," pp.47-54; Antonia 
Feitsma, "interlingual Communication Dutch-Frisian, a Model for 
Scotland?" pp.55-62; Kurt Braunmliller, "Interscandinavian 
Communication-A Model for Scotland?" pp. 63-72; Heinz Kloss, 
"Interlingual Communication: Danger and Chance for the Smaller 
Tongues," pp. 73-77; Dietrich Strauss, "The Scots-English Round-Table 
Discussion "Scots: Its Development and Present Conditions-Potential 
Modes of its Future," Introductory Remarks, pp.79-83; J. Derrick 
McClure, The Scots-English Round-Table Discussion "Scots: Its 
Development and Present Conditions-Potential Modes of its Future," 
Synopsis, pp.85-91; Matthew P. McDiarmid, Thomas Crawford, J. 
Derrick McClure, The Scots-English Round-Table Discussion "Scots: Its 
Development and Present Conditions-Potential Modes of its Future," 
Three Scots Contributions, pp. 93-99; Veronika Kniezsa, "What Happened 
to Old French Jail in Britian?" pp. 103-13; Hubert Gburek, "Changes in 
the Structure of the English Verb System: Evidence from Scots," pp. 115-
23; C. Pollner and H. Rohlfing, "The Scottish Language from the 16th to 
the 18th Century: Elphinston's Works as a Mirror of Anglicisation," 
pp. 125-37; Hans Vtz, "Traces of Nationalism in Fordun's Chronicle," 
pp. 139-49; Alasdair M. Stewart, "Some Political Aspects of The 
Complaynt of Scotland (c. 1549)," pp. 151-65; John W. Wall, "A Prose 
Satire of the Sixteenth Century: George Buchanan's Chamaeleon," 
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pp. 167-74; Frank T. Gatter, "On the Literary Value of Some Scottish 
Presbyterian Writings in the Context of the Scottish Enlightenment," 
pp. 175-92; R James Goldstein, '''Freedom is a Noble Thing'" The 
Ideological Project of John Barbour's Bruce," pp. 193-206; Joachim 
Schwend, "Religion and Religiosity in The Bruce," pp. 207-15; M.R.G. 
Spiller, "The Donna Angelicata in The Kingis Quair," pp.217-27; John 
Cartwright, "Sir Gilbert Hay and the Alexander Tradition," pp. 229-38; 
Sally Mapstone, "The Talis of the Fyve Bestis and the Advice to Princes 
Tradition," pp. 239-54; RL. Kindrick, "Henryson and the Rhetoricians: 
The Ars Praedicandi," pp. 255-70; Alasdair A. MacDonald, "Fervent 
Weather: A Difficulty in Robert Henryson's Testament of Cresseid," 
pp.271-80; Elizabeth Archibald, "The Incestuous Kings in Henryson's 
Hades," pp.281-89; Marilyn R Mumford, " Jungian Reading of Sir 
Or/eo and Orpheus and Erudice," pp.291-302; Jean Jacques Blanchot, 
"Dunbar and his Critics: A Critical Survey," pp. 303-36; Klaus Bitterling, 
"The Tretis of the Tua Mariit Wemen and the Wedo: Some Comments on 
Words, Imagery, and Genre," pp.337-58; Edwina Burness, "Female 
Language in The Tretis of The Tua MarUt Wemen and the Wedo," pp. 359-
68; Dorothy W. Riach, "Walter Kennedy's Part in The Flyting of Dunbar 
and Kennedie," pp.369-79; Priscilla Bawcutt, "Dunbar's Christmas 
Carol," pp. 381-92; Ian S. Ross, "'Proloug' and 'Buke' in the Eneados of 
Gavin Douglas," pp. 393-407; J. Derrick McClure, "A Comparison of the 
Bannatyne MS and the Quarto Texts of Lyndsay's Ane Satyre of the Thrie 
Estaitis," pp. 409-22; Claude Graf, "Audience Involvement in Lindsay's 
Satyre of the Thrie Estaitis," pp.423-35; Hugh Kirkpatrick, "Stanza 
Fonns in the York Mystery Plays and the Bannatyne Manuscript," 
pp.437-42; Matthew P. McDiarmid, "Scottish Love Poetry Before 1600: 
A Character and Appreciation," pp.443-50; A. Walter Bernhart, 
"Castalian Poetics and the 'Verie Twichstane Muscique, '" pp. 451-58; 
Wolfgang Weiss, "The Theme and Structure of Drummond of 
Hawthornden's Sonnet Sequence," pp. 459-66; David W. Hawthornden's 
A Cypress Grove," pp. 467-79; Peter Zenzinger, "Rabbie Simson and the 
Early Elegy Tradition," pp. 481-95; Thomas Crawford, "The Medievalism 
of Allan Ramsay," pp. 497-507; G. Ross Roy, "Editing the Makars in the 
Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries," pp. 509-21; Juliette Wood, 
"Lakes and Wells: Mediation Between the Worlds in Scottish Folklore," 
pp.523-32; Derick S. Thomson, "The Earliest Scottish Gaelic Non-
Classical Verse Texts," pp. 533-46; Rowena Murray, "The Influence of 
Norse Literature on the Twentieth-Century Writer George Mackay 
Brown," pp. 547-57. 
This volume presents forty-one of the forty-nine papers read at the 
"Founh International Conference on Scottish Language and Literature, 
Medieval and Renaissance," held at the Gennersheim campus of the 
Johannes Gutenberg-Universitat Mainz, July 26-31, 1984. Also included is 
a panel discussion on "Scots: Its Development and Present 
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Conditions-Potential Modes of its Future." Two of the nine language 
essays deal with the Concise Scots Dictionary (Robinson, Aitken) and 
three discuss the problem of interlingual communication (Feitsma, 
Braunmliller, Kloss). As in previous conference volumes, the papers on 
language go well beyond the scope suggested by the title of the 
conference; however, several of the literature papers here do as well, a fact 
which raises some basic questions about the nature of future conferences. 
In examining the literature papers we find that the makars figure less 
prominently than in previous conference volumes: only one paper on the 
Kingis Quair (Spiller), for example, and one on Douglas (Ross). Of the 
four papers on Henryson, two deal with Orpheus and Eurydice 
(Archibald, Mumford), one with the Testament of Cresseid (MacDonald), 
and one primarily with the Morall Fabillis (Kindrick). Two of the four 
Dunbar papers take up the Tretis (Hitterling, Burness) and one The 
Petition of the Auld Hors, Dunbar (Bawcutt); the fourth is a survey of 
Dunbar criticism (Blanchot), while a fifth (Riach) discusses Kennedie's 
role in the Flyting. Both papers on Lyndsay discuss Ane Satyre of the 
Thrie Estaitis (McClure, Graf). More general studies which deal at least in 
part with the makars are those of Kirkpatrick and McDiarmid. There are 
also two papers which discuss later, especially eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century, attitudes towards the makars (Crawford, Roy). Among the other 
literature papers there are two on Barbour (Goldstein, Schwend) and two 
on Drummond of Hawthornden (Weiss, Atkinson). 
One is pleased to see essays on relatively unpopular works and 
authors: for example, Fordun's Chronicle (Utz), the Complaynt of 
Scotland (Stewart), Gilbert Hay's Alexander Bulk (Cartwright), the Talis 
of the Fyve Bestis (Mapstone), and George Buchanan's Chamaeleon 
(Wall). One is pleased also to see an essay on Scots Gaelic poetry 
(Thomson) and one on Celtic folklore (Wood); certainly each of these 
topics is inadequately represented in the various conference volumes. 
Perhaps future conferences will include papers on other neglected works, 
such as Hary's Wallace, the Howlat, Rauf Coilyear, Colkelbie's Sow, 
Golagros and Gawane, Peblis to the Play, Christis Kirk on the Grene, The 
WY.f of Auchtirmuchty, Gray's Scalachronica, Wyntoun's Orgynale 
Cronykil, and the Scottish popular ballads, to name only a few. 
Conversely, this volume's inclusion of papers on eighteenth- (Gatter) and 
twentieth-century (Murray) subjects makes one wonder whether the 
chronological boundaries of the conference still have any meaning. Will 
the next volume, for example, present papers on, say Blair, Carlyle, and 
MacDiarmid? And if we include essays on later writers like Ramsay 
(Crawford, Roy) because of his interest in the makars, why not welcome, 
if chronological constraints are to be ignored, non-Scottish writers like 
Percy or Thomas Wright who share those interests? These are hardly 
earth-shaking concerns, and no great harm will be done regardless of the 
decisions made, but I do believe that the organizers of subsequent 
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conferences, and the editors of the conference proceedings, will have to 
address themselves to these issues. 
WALTER SCHEPS 
State University of New York, Stony Brook 
James Hogg. Tales of Love and Mystery. Ed. David Groves. 
Edinburgh: Cannon gate Publishing Limited. 1985.216 pp. 
James Hogg (1770-1835) is familiar to readers of Studies in Scottish 
Literature from frequent mention of his principal work, The Private 
Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner (1824), but is probably 
known to a larger audience only from Wordsworth's "Extempore Effusion 
on the Death of James Hogg," where he appears briefly in the 
conventional role of "bard" among a parade of Wordsworth's recently 
dead poetic friends including Crabbe and Coleridge. His work is hard to 
find in the United States, except through interlibrary loan, but in Scotland 
some of his titles have been re-issued within the decade by the Scottish 
Academic Press, and now this volume, selected with thematic care and 
furnished with an excellent introduction by David Groves, has been 
published with aid from the Scottish Arts Council. The title, Tales of Love 
and Mystery, is Groves's, not Hogg's, as the selections have been taken 
from separate sources, mostly the magazines and annuals where they flrst 
appeared, including Thomas Campbell's London-published The 
Metropolitan. (Bibliographical information is given in the introduction.) 
I suspect that David Groves chose his title-Tales of Love 
Mystery-to echo others of the Romantic period, when the short story had 
not yet evolved as a distinct genre, and when "tale" was used inclusively 
for a wide range of short pieces found indeterminately among the personal 
essay (Lamb and Hazlitt), the ghost story (R. H. Bartram and Poe), and 
the allegory (from Addison's "Vision of Mirza" to Johnson's "Rasselas" 
to Hood's "The Last Man"). As the suggested titles indicate, the tale was 
not always prose, and two of the pieces in our text are in verse ("The 
Mistakes of a Night" and "The First Sermon"). But the fact that the tale 
could be either prose or verse interests us less than the fact that, being a 
short indeterminate genre, the tale was not committed to narrative 
convention, so that, rather than giving a flnished account, the tale was free 
to expostulate on an anecdote. Certainly this is true of Poe's Tales of the 
Grotesque and Arabasque (1840)--a distinction taken from Scott's "On 
the Supernatural in Fictitious Composition"-which contains the 
anecdotal and speculative rather than narratively resolved "William 
Wilson," "The Fall of the House of Usher," and "Ligeia." (Spiller et al., 
Literary History of the United States, 1963, pp. 329-330.) Similarly, a 
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"tale" by Hogg does not develop a coherent omniscient denouement, but 
rather, within the limits of space and taste allowed by popular journalism, 
affords an unusually ironic perspective on seemingly mundane incidents. 
In his introduction, David Groves explains this irony, which he has 
chosen the tales to illustrate, and which characterizes Hogg's best work. 
The tales have hardly any plots, but allow the characters to expose 
themselves in ludicrous predicaments, where they show their conceit, or 
sometimes learn more about themselves through a return to honest feeling, 
humor, and compassion. In fact, the tales anticipate Browning's 
monologues for their choice of characters under stress, their development 
of psychological shifts, their use of characterizing diction, and for their 
often being written in the fIrst person and in self-justifIcation. Also similar 
to Browning, Hogg says little about context, forcing the reader to intuit a 
sense of the scene from the implications in the speaker's words, 
subordinating conventional realism to the context of the tale itself as it 
builds from the speaker's need for sympathy, excuse, and acceptance. 
Further, when the character has been precipitated into a quandary, often 
humiliating or dangerous rather than comical, Hogg offers no 
preconceived morality nor piety as a rationale for the character's 
discomfIture. Life is awkward, or dull, or meaningless, and the character 
shows his nature either by rejecting reality in favor of a comfortable 
nostrum or by fInding his own better wisdom in realistic self-appraisal. As 
a matter of fact, the character is always a man, and both his predicament 
and his resolution of it usually arise from his relations with women, who 
are usually independent, original, and forthright, unlike the speaker. 
David Groves writes a fIne introduction, a model for using critical 
methods to arrive at a balanced assessment of a unifIed selection of typical 
work by an unfamiliar author. Groves fInds that Hogg relies on archetypes 
embodying a myth arranging the superfIcial fIctive material of the separate 
tales into a pattern of deeper unity and signifIcance for the works 
considered together. The nature of the myth has already been suggested: a 
naively vulnerable protagonist is tumbled into a threat to his complacent 
ordering of his life and must rescue himself or survive by being shocked 
into an imaginative perception of a more demanding world than he has 
known, a perception usually mediated or modeled by women. Archetypes 
of a fall into a pit, of journeys, of rapid motion, of trials by ordeal assigned 
by ambiguous women, who range the triad of nymph, mother, and crone: 
these persist in the tales and lend sinister or comic tone by the contrast 
between their resonant symbolism and the affected diction of the hero, and 
by the contrast between their meaningfulness and the varied and 
incongruous milieux of the individual tales. As with Burns, the Scottish 
language with its unique vocabulary and structure serves as a sign of 
honesty and trust in one's intuitions of order. When people speak Scottish, 
the pace picks up joyously and the irony, though still subtle, is more 
direct. 
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Groves tells us how Hogg came to his belief in the value of the 
imagination, his pleasure in and his reliance on active perceptions shaped 
by intuitive designs. Like Hardy's "fiddler of the reels," Hogg was an 
accomplished and sought-after fiddler for country dances and weddings. 
"His love of music led him to try writing songs, then poems, and 
eventually stories and novels." (Groves, p. 2) Perhaps this progression 
means more than the typical writer's course from shorter to more 
ambitious works, particularly as Hogg continued fiddling throughout his 
life. His continued fascination with fiddle tunes suggests his susceptibility 
and immediate response to the signatures of imaginative activity: rapidity, 
rhythm, and a feel for form and interrelatedness. In order to write in the 
midst of his day-long tasks as a plowman and shepherd, Hogg sewed a 
pamphlet of writing paper to hold on his knee and hung a small bottle 
from his buttonhole for a makeshift inkwell: "Thus equipped, whenever a 
leisure minute or two offered, and I had nothing else to do, I sat down and 
wrote out my thoughts as I found them. This is still my invariable practice 
in writing prose. I cannot make out one sentence by study, without the pen 
in my hand to catch the ideas as they arise, and I never write two copies of 
the same thing." (Groves's quotation, p. 2) Groves explains that Hogg was 
often more deliberate than this in his composing habits, but surely such 
behavior shows a person extraordinarily involved in the creative process 
itself. Groves's introduction has many other similarly pertinent quotations. 
The tales themselves-six including the two poems---defy plot-
summary or any succinct description, which would necessarily mislead the 
prospective reader. They vary in length and topic, and the words love and 
mystery in the title are accurate only in the miscellaneous sense that the 
tales are about these excitements, but they are not love stories nor mystery 
stories in the sense that we give these terms now. The title suggests the 
popular appeal that such titles had a century and a half ago, an appeal to 
the appetite for sensation. Like Poe's tales, these are intended to excite 
specific interests in eroticism, dreams, and the macabre. The longest, 
"Love Adventures of Mr George Cochrane," nearly a hundred pages, is 
the first-person narrative of an elderly bachelor trying to understand why 
he has often courted but never married. Although the tale is a fascinating 
matter-of-fact account of city and country courting customs in Scotland 
ca. 1790-1820, and a characterization of diverse religious and social 
positions in the persons of the women (described in uxoriously 
sentimental detail), yet it is really about the self-centered complacence of 
a man who would rather play at courtship than risk a genuine appeal to a 
woman. Only love and humility can attain true social unity, is Groves's 
moral. Hypocritical editors decried Hogg for his candid realism, especially 
when the subject is actually erotic, as in "The Mistakes of a Night," but 
no more than Burns is Hogg ever bawdy or sly. Sex is a powerful 
attraction and an appropriate topic for an author. "Rough but racy-and 
welcome," Byron said, (Groves's quotation, p. 1) and the epithets fit the 
subject with Byron's usual clear-sighted accuracy. 
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"Seeking the Houdy," twelve pages, is a comic tale of a farmer riding 
a balky mare to get the midwife before his heir is born. But as usual that is 
only what it seems to be about. Dreams and supernatural visitations 
becloud the quest, and the cloddish materialistic farmer is seen (but not 
by himself) to be "seeking" what he would prefer not to fmd. His own 
imperceptiveness and sense of being bedeviled by women lead to 
consequences making this the most disturbing and tragic tale in the 
collection. "Some Terrible Letters from Scotland" might seem more 
gruesome with its account of a plague, but the physical details are less 
important than Hogg's use of the setting to show selfishness and vanity 
eroding family love and social concern. 
These four tales are perhaps the most substantial, and I do not wish to 
steal any more than I have already stolen from the reader's pleasure in 
Groves's insights, particularly into Hogg's wisdom in refusing to explain 
what cannot be understood, such as the farmer's vision of his child full 
grown before it is born, so I will end with a few remarks about the book's 
place in literary history. 
Hogg's birth and death dates neatly bracket the Romantic period, as 
far as a sensibility can be contained in a calendar, and his work displays 
that curious amalgam of skeptical deism and imaginative enthusiasm 
characteristic of the intellectual assumptions of the time. John Locke's 
theories about psychology and about the sources of our beliefs appear to 
be unquestioningly accepted as a rationale for thought and conduct in 
diverse contexts: "I dreamed of them both, and mixed them ... there is no 
accounting for these vagaries of fancy in the absence of reason" (Hogg, p. 
41); "strange combination of ideas which that foolish dream .. .impressed 
on my mind" (Hogg, p. 45); "he must derive his judgment from the 
consciousness of his own disposition, and impute to others the same 
inclinations which he feels .. .in himself' (Hogg, p. 46); "if a man cannot 
be believed in what he hears and sees, what is he to be believed in?" 
(Hogg, p. 188) Yet this phenomenalism does not preclude questions of 
the adequacy of our perceptions, as in that last question, and even the 
benighted hero of "Singular Dream" confesses that a good man confmns 
our faith in God. (Hogg, pp. 46-47) Hogg himself claims the priority of 
invention over rules: "the imagination which sketches the outline is the 
best qualified to finish the picture." (Groves's quotation, p. 4) And he puts 
in the mouth of a pert heroine these words worthy of Shelley: "A' self! a' 
selfl The very dread 0' hell, an' their glibness 0' claughtin at heaven, has 
something selfish in it." (Hogg, p. 128) We may wonder why so creative 
and forthright a person does not share the reputation of Smollett and of 
Bums, his nearly contemporary countrymen, and surely one reason is that 
Hogg did not begin to write until he was forty (Groves, p. 1) so that while 
he produced many works, many are unpracticed and mediocre, and 
perhaps another reason is that his belief in his own inspiration (Groves, p. 
3) led him to discount criticism. But much of that criticism came from 
belletrists who scorned his candor and indifference to literary convention, 
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so perhaps the recent appearance of his work in books like the one under 
review will lead to a better estimate of one of Scotland's most interesting 
authors. 
JOHN LINDBERG 
Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania 
Matthew P. McDiarmid and James A.c. Stevenson, eds. Barbour's Bruce: 
A fredome is a noble thing! 3 vols. Edinburgh: Scottish Text Society. 
1980-85. 
Barbour's Bruce, the earliest surviving major work in the Scots 
tongue, merits special attention from students of medieval Scottish 
literature and history. Yet not since Mackenzie's 1909 edition has the 
entire poem been edited. Mackenzie, who was little concerned with textual 
matters, based his text on Skeat's STS edition of 1894. A new critical 
edition of the poem, then, has been long overdue. Further studies of the 
textual history, literary meaning, and historical contexts of The Bruce 
must undoubtedly take this new edition into account and will learn much 
from it. Unfortunately the edition is seriously flawed, leaving this 
reviewer, at least, with a sense of disappointment, since we are unlikely to 
see another edition for quite some time. 
Dr. Stevenson prepared the text itself, as well as the textual 
commentary and glossary. The main problem for an editor is that an 
unusually long time separates the composition of the poem in 1376 from 
the date of its surviving manuscripts, the defective Cambridge MS of 1487 
(which is missing roughly the flrst 2050 lines) and the Edinburgh MS of 
1489. Wyntoun's Orygynale Cronykil (c. 1420), which quotes Barbour 
extensively, preserves about 280 lines, conveniently presented by both 
Skeat and Stevenson in their editions. For these lines, then, Wyntoun 
provides our earliest witness. In addition, the early printed editions, 
Lekpreuik's of 1571 and Han's of 1616, sometimes appear to have used 
manuscripts that have not survived. One of the chief merits of Stevenson's 
edition is that he collates the text of 1571 (which Skeat neglected) and 
prints its variants in the footnotes. Stevenson informs us in his 
introduction that Han's edition of 1616 (H) "is clearly based on 1571." 
Occasionally, however, the editions provide different readings (as opposed 
to Han's attempts to modernize or anglicize). It is therefore unclear the 
extent to which H really is based on 1571, and it is greatly to be regretted 
that the editor himself did not undertake the "close study of the differences 
between 1571 and If' which he suggests "would certainly throw some 
light on the sources available to those early editors." 
Unlike Skeat, who based his edition on C, Stevenson has based his on 
E-a choice that is sure to prove controversial among Bruce scholars. He 
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briefly sets forth his reasons for preferring the text of E: fIrst, because "it 
preserves a more archaic stage of the language than does C"; and second, 
because (he thinks) the scribe of C has frequently subjected his text to 
"habitual 'improvement.'" In support of the fIrst argument (he never 
supports the second) Stevenson refers us to a study by Muhleisen from 
1913. I would agree that the language of E frequently preserves earlier 
forms than does C. Given the paucity of evidence for the state of the 
Scottish vernacular in the fourteenth century. this makes E of particular 
interest to students of the language, and may even have justifIed a 
diplomatic edition of E. But the appearance of linguistically conservative 
forms in E does not imply that the text is in all other respects more reliable 
and accurate than C. Stevenson tries to use the circumstantial evidence of 
the E-scribe's "professionalism" to reject the work of C. The frequent 
gaps in E and "the fact that on the whole E seems metrically 'rougher' 
than C," are taken "as indications that to a greater degree than C, the 
scribe of E was attempting to reproduce faithfully the text before him." 
Everything therefore hinges on how free from earlier scribal corruption 
the exemplar of E was in fact, though Stevenson never raises this issue. 
We simply do not know how far the exemplar of E may have been 
removed from the archetype of the poem. 
Stevenson provides a conservative edition of E, hesitating to use C for 
passages that seem to "correct" E, though he sensibly accepts the authority 
of C where it is "fuller or better ordered than E." Understandably, 
Stevenson is even more reluctant to adopt readings from the early printed 
editions or to supply his own emendations. The editor will alter E in favor 
of C, he tells us, when there appear to be "some objective grounds, usually 
linguistic or paleographic in nature." As a result, Stevenson's edition 
preserves the metrical peculiarities of E. This is Stevenson's only remark: 
"Lines which seem 'short' occur so frequently in E that I have come to 
accept them as characteristic of the poem." But this represents another 
unwarranted assumption, for logically we can consider these short lines 
(and Stevenson fails to mention the frequent long lines) to be 
characteristic not of the poem (if by that we understand the poem as 
Barbour wrote it or even the archetype from which later copies ultimately 
stem), but of MS. E. Archaic language notwithstanding, does E give us a 
more accurate impression of Barbour's poetic practice than does C? 
Stevenson never establishes that it does, and I have very serious doubts. 
Evidently, Stevenson has no theory of Barbour's meter and seems to 
think one unnecessary. But can an editor of a poem that appears to be 
written in octosyllabic couplets afford never to question the authenticity of 
a line on the basis of meter alone? The frequent appearance of lO-syllable 
or 6-syllable lines (not to mention the hundreds of 7-syllable lines), it 
seems to me, provides the beginning of "objective" grounds for preferring 
the much more regular C. We should probably assume that a poet is likely 
to write metrically competent verse and that scribes are more likely to 
corrupt the meter than hypercorrect it. In the absence of evidence to 
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suggest the latter view, surely the flrst assumption is more consistent with 
our experience of other texts. Like Skeat and Mackenzie, I would accept 
the authority of C when its readings appear metrically regular so long as 
there is no contrary evidence to suggest corruption. 
We cannot take the time to examine Stevenson's emendations here, 
though it is worth observing that he often accepts more convincing or 
interesting readings from E where previous editors have followed C (e.g. 
III, 159 "pundelan"). Sometimes, however, he should have preferred C 
(e.g. VI, 489 "tray tour" [!]). A fuller glossary and a brief linguistic 
introduction to update Mackenzie's discussion would have been welcome. 
A few other points about the text deserve comment. Stevenson prints 
the flfteenth-century fonn of the thorn (which is indistinguishable from 
the flfteenth-century y) as modem y. This practice is not in general use and 
seems unnecessarily distracting. Moreover, the editor has provided 
unusually light punctuation, omitting apostrophes and question marks 
where their absence could lead to unnecessary confusion. Curiously, 
Stevenson prints Barbour's most famous line as "A, fredome is a noble 
thing" though it reappears without the comma as the subtitle to the poem 
itself. The decision to alter the traditional line numbering established by 
Pinkerton and followed by Skeat and Mackenzie will prove irritating to 
those who wish to refer to work based on the old numbering since few 
readers will have the patience to use the conversion chart provided in an 
appendix. 
Mr. McDiarmid's introduction and commentary are often helpful. 
Drawing on the work of previous editors and scholars, the notes usually 
strike a reasonable balance between historical and literary annotation. 
Unfortunately, his introduction and notes are often misleading on 
historical points and contain a disturbing number of errors. 
McDiarmid presents a useful biographical sketch, though he devotes 
too much space to an unconvincing argument for locating Barbour's 
origins in the southwest. It is one thing to say, as Professor Barrow has 
said, that Barbour "displays a reasonably wide knowledge of Highland 
topography." But it is quite another thing to claim that such details suggest 
Barbour originated in a particular zone-"between the Liddel and the 
Cart," McDiarmid speculates (i,4). McDiarmid believes that Barbour's 
infonnation about the Irish episodes was obtained in the west of Scotland 
and suspects that the poet's account of these episodes betrays a "local 
bias" (3). But there is no reason to assume that this bias was Barbour's 
own, rather than that of his infonnants. McDiarmid is also misleading 
about the exchequer scribes of the fifteenth century who "understood that 
it was as the author of the national epic" that Barbour had been awarded a 
perpetual annuity of ten pounds pro compi/acione libri gestis quondam 
Roberti de Brus. Surely the point that needs to be made is that this 
frequently repeated entry provides our only evidence connecting 
Barbour's literary activities with this or any other payment. 
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McDiannid also attempts to provide linguistic evidence for placing 
Barbour in the southwest, arguing that the poet's rhymes agree with the 
linguistically conservative southwest, though he admits there is little 
linguistic evidence for the region during this period. Indeed, many of the 
comments he makes on linguistic matters are open to question. He thinks 
the early history of Scots has been "strangely misrepresented" and dis-
agrees with Murison's dating of the ascendancy of northern English over 
French to the years 1350-1400 (16 n. 1). Yet how can McDiannid 
presume that '''Inglis' had achieved colloquial and literary (sic) 
ascendancy before the end of the thirteenth century" when not a single 
literary text survives to suggest this? He emphasizes the chronicle report 
that Margaret daughter of Alexander III taught English to her husband 
Eric of Norway, but a glance at the note reveals that the chronicler lists 
French (Gallicum) first. Scottish and English nobles of the later thirteenth 
century continued to make use of French, as the pleas entered in French 
during the Great Cause amply document. Murison's dating of the literary 
ascendancy of "Inglis" must surely be accepted; after all, he takes the 
composition of The Bruce as important evidence for that very process. 
McDiannid devotes a great deal of space to reopening the very old 
controversy concerning Barbour's canon. McDiannid's definitive 
discussion should put the older theories to rest once and for all. His 
discussion of the Scots Alexander translations puts forth some new and 
interesting suggestions; he also has interesting things to say about Walter 
Bower's complaint about Barbour's inaccuracy in his lost Stewarts' 
Original, which, as McDiannid shows, is the only other work we may 
safely attribute to Barbour. McDiannid has now retracted his earlier view 
that the Brute mentioned by Wyntoun was a separate work (see 34 n. 2). It 
should be noted, however, that The Wallace does not say that Barbour 
wrote "other verse than Bruce" as McDiarmid claims (17); the editor of 
The Wallace should have realized that the poem only speaks of Barbour's 
"othir werk" (XII, 1214). 
McDiannid continues to accept many traditional views of Scottish 
history that no longer deserve credence. He believes that the Declaration 
of Arbroath, for example, was "almost certainly" written by Abbot 
Bernard of Linton (38), while in his notes he takes this for granted. As 
Grant Simpson showed some years ago, there is no evidence that Bruce's 
chancellor Bernard is the author of the letter, though that is not 
impossible. Nor is there any evidence that the Declaration was "well 
known" in the fourteenth century as McDiannid claims (43 n. 7). It is thus 
unfortunate that McDiannid has repeated the older myths. 
McDiannid also shows an uncritical acceptance of Barbour's ideology 
of freedom. Ignoring Barbour's pervasive aristocratic ideology, 
McDiannid accepts the common belief in Barbour's "democratic element" 
(52 n. 15), and makes the too frequently repeated claim that serfdom "had 
been largely, if not wholly, disused in Scotland" by Barbour's time (68 
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n. 225-48). My own investigations suggest that there is reason to suspect 
the continuing existence of neifs (hereditary serfs) into the fifteenth 
century. Finally, it will not do to claim that Barbour "denounces serfdom" 
(though we might wish that he had). While Barbour observes that the 
serf's condition is grievous, he never denounces the institution itself. It is 
thus especially unfortunate that the editors have chosen "fredome is a 
noble thing" as the poem's subtitle. 
Prospective users of the edition should also take note of the following 
list of errors (which is by no means exhaustive): 
1. Surely the prologue to the last book of Wyntoun's chronicle is not 
by the "Anonymous" (12 n. 17). 
2. Vita Edwardi, ed. N. Denholm-Young (London, 1957) notRS, 1883 
(88). 
3. The verses McDiarmid has Bower put in Bruce's mouth (51 n.3) 
are in Fordun, G.A. cxviii. In the same note, for "Fordun" read "Bower"; 
it was the latter who has Bruce learn from Wallace's words (see 
Scotichronicon ii, 175). 
4. As Stones and Simpson show in their edition of the records of the 
Great Cause, there is no evidence that the Scots "invited" Edward I to 
arbitrate the case (67 n. I, 48-78). 
5. McDiarmid (38,93) has misunderstood Jean Le Bel's unambiguous 
reference to an "hystoire faitte par Ie dit roy Robert." Mackenzie and 
Gransden have correctly understood the passage to mean that Robert 
Bruce had caused a narrative to be made about his deeds. As Gransden has 
recently suggested, the same work may have been used by Barbour. 
McDiarmid, influenced by Bower's worthless story (see Scotichronicon 
XIII, xvi-xvii) about Edward's herald Robert Ie Roy, has simply misread 
the earlier, more reliable evidence provided by Le Bel. 
6. Lotario dei Segni (later Pope Innocent III), not Augustine, is the 
author of the passage from De Miseria Humane Condition is (also known 
as De Contemptu Mundi) which McDiarmid quotes (68 n. i, 49-74). 
7. McDiarmid is frequently unfair to Barrow. On the date of the battle 
of Slioch, McDiarmid accuses Barrow of misreading Barbour's mention 
of Martinmas as "the precise day" (82 n. IX, 111-280). What Barrow 
actually says is "just before Christmas." Likewise he is unfair at 84 n. IX, 
477-84 and ignores Barrow's point that Buittle Castle was almost within 
sight of the Dee, not the Cree. Again, McDiarmid is unfair at 88 n. XI, 
107-19. Barrow correctly translates the number of English cavalry at 
Bannockburn (3,100) according to verses which Bower attributes to 
Bernard abbot of Arbroath (Scotichronicon ii, 248). McDiarmid's 300,000 
comes from a different passage (Scotichronicon ii, 254), which is not 
attributed to Bernard. 
8. McDiarmid suggests a false verbal parallel between the Declaration 
of Arbroath and Bruce's speech which Bower attributes to Bernard. 
McDiarmid renders pro libertatis honore as "for the freedom that every 
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good man esteems an honour" (91 n. XII, 221-51). He also oddly 
translates nobilitas as "wonhiest in the land." It would have been more 
helpful to provide the Latin text of Bruce's speech in the notes. 
In addition, I have noticed a great number of typographical errors in 
vol. i from which I select only a few: 36 n. 32 should read "and J. T. T. 
Brown"; 76 n. N, 38: for ar read AI, but if we should really understand 
"justice ayre" (not the town as the note suggests), why is the word 
capitalized in the main text? The glossary does not help here. At 77 
n. 663-67 for "Vll, 2311-82" read "VIT, 238-68." 100, n. XVI, 543-666: 
the correct year of the battle of Dunbar is 1296. 105 n. XIX, 264-69: for 
"Proissan" read "Froissan"; 109, n. XX, 531-74: for "Vlerius Maximus" 
read "Valerius Maximus." 
In conclusion I should mention a few omissions: a map like the one 
which McDiarmid provided in his edition of The Wallace would have 
been very useful, as would a shon bibliography of the imponant 
secondary work on The Bruce. In his notes McDiarmid often addresses 
issues that have been elsewhere discussed. But it is distressing that 
McDiarmid once again fails to provide a list of the works he cites in his 
introduction and notes. 
Editing medieval texts is a thankless task. I am sorry that this edition 
does not replace Skeat or Mackenzie and cannot be relied on for accurate 
information. Surely Barbour, the father of Scottish literature, deserves 
better treatment. 
R. JAMES GoLDSTEIN 
Aichi University of Education, Japan 
Harvey Oxenhorn. Elemental Things: The Poetry of Hugh MacDiarmid. 
Edinburgh University Press. 1984. x + 215 pp. 
This is the seventh book on MacDiarmid to appear this decade, a 
gratifying tribut to the work of one whom many judge to be Scotland's 
greatest poet. Written by an American primarily for Americans, this is an 
honest but uneven and disappointing study, largely because Oxenhorn's 
opinion of MacDiarmid is mixed and because he has some problems 
dealing with what other commentators agree to be the poet's greatest 
work, A Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle. 
Oxenhorn is mostly sympathetic to MacDiarmid's need to use "the 
most natural, spontaneous vehicle of expression," i.e. Scots. To those who 
question the validity of a dialect under suspicion since the eighteenth 
century, Exenhorn replies, "Even in 1983 most lowland Scots understand 
many more of these words than they habitually employ." Copmposed in 
this idiom, the lyrics of Sangschaw and Penny Wheep "replace the fixed 
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glass of Scottish [poetic] convention with a zoom lens of imagination, in 
whose perspective the data of quotidian life appear both more precarious 
and marvellous," Composed in this idiom, on the other hand, a long work 
like A Drunk Man becomes imprecise and forced, in Oxenhorn's view. 
Oxenhorn believes that MacDiarmid's chilhood is seminal to the 
success of much of his work, The early lyrics are largely effective because 
they are rooted in the kind memories of Langholm, and "however much 
Grieve's own thought subsequently changed, the emotions that underlay 
this childhood remained grounded in the rhythms and social relations of 
small town life. Much of his writing seeks, implicitly, to reconcile radical 
political and intellectual beliefs with a highly traditional, less alienated 
youth." Oxenhorn returns to this position later when criticizing 
MacDiarmid's political poetry in the 1930's, which "declaimed" rather 
than "moved" because it lacked sensory detail. 
His poems grounded in images of nature and nual Scotland are the most 
attracting; instead of a displaced (almost disembodied) poet, we hear a man 
speaking with a voice entirely his own. It may seem rod, after having considered 
so many complex issues, to arrive at so simple a dichotomy. Yet this is the sort of 
judgment that most existing MacDiarmid criticism shrinks from, and precisely 
what is needed to assess properly so complex a figure. The distinction has led us 
to dismiss certain poems on which MacDiarmid's popular reputation rests. 
Oxenhorn's book is less successful analyzing individual poems than in 
drawing generalizations about the strengths and weaknesses of the poet's 
work. Of the move to Whalsay, for example, he writes: 
First, and more obviously, it meant great physical isolation from other artists, 
from day-to-day political events in Scotland, and most of all from the lowland 
milieu in which his creative sources lay. The move induced a toning down of 
diction and palette; a shift in prevailing metaphors from water to stone; a turn 
from derivative metres and diction to more expansive, idiosyncratic verse whose 
long lines pile up like waves. Moreover. with no-one close at hand whom he could 
claim to represent, the masks which MacDiarmid had intermittently donned 
[especially in Drunk Man] were also less available. Henceforth he abandoned the 
lapsing in and out of "representative" roles for an unabashedly individual-and 
very lonely-voice. 
For Oxenhorn the major triumphs of this period are not the Hymns to 
Lenin but "On a Raised Beach," "Island Funeral," and most of all, "Harry 
Semen." For some critics the shift in prevailing metaphors is the most 
significant development in MacDiarmid's style after Cencrastus and the 
move off the mainland; to Oxenhorn the resolution of different poetic 
voices to one MacDiarmid felt comfortable with is more important. "In 
'Island Funeral' ... we find new readiness to have something 
'interposed'--or rather, to concede that the sum of others' experience, 
embodied in ritual and tradition, might indeed express ... the poet's own." 
In other words, once he moved to the island, MacDiarmid became less 
self-conscious about his role as the voice of political nationalism, less 
obsessed with telling us what his political and artistic intentions were, and 
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more capable of being inspired by the otherness of his immediate 
surroundings, as he was in the lyrics of the 1920's. Of all the studies of 
MacDiarmid since 1980, only Oxenhorn's devotes any attention to this 
poem, which this reviewer believes is one of MacDiarmid's finest pieces 
after 1930. 
The question of authentic voice is crucial to Oxenhorn's acceptance of 
MacDiarmid's later work and underlies his reservations about A Drunk 
Man Looks at the Thistle. Oxenhorn finds several similarities between the 
modem Scottish poet and Wordsworth-both in love with the long 
philosophical poem, both establishing their reputations early in linguistic 
ground-breaking, and both producing poetry uneven in qUality. As I said 
before, one of the weaknesses of this study is, oddly, that it rarely declares 
what a poem is about; it is weak in the individual poetic analysis. Of 
"Harry Semen" he says, "One may more usefully approach the poem as 
one more expression in a long line of others of MacDiarmid's fascinations 
with necessity and probability, how spirit 'solidifies' to flesh-the 
relationship of what 'might have been' and what might be .... Indeed, 
despite its paraphrasable content, we would be hard pressed, after forty-
two lines, to say what this poem is about." Thus a large collection of 
individual lyrics like Drunk Man seems beyond his grasp; the student 
cannot find many generalizations that satisfactorily sum up the essence of 
this otherwise brilliant work. Perhaps Oxenhorn is right when he says that 
Drunk Man suffers from too many uncertain voices, but that condition 
hasn't bothered all its admirers. There is no question that the work is 
challenging, but anyone turning to a study of MacDiarmid expects more 
than to read that "the first thousand lines in particular offer not a common 
denominator of meaning, but a sum of conflicting postures and 
perceptions, embodied in various styles.... Most of the poems first 
thousand lines function chiefly as a somp of the sensuous imagination." 
Other books will prove more helpful. Gish and Boutelle attempt to block 
out the structure; Buthlay and Kerrigan are more interested in the 
abundance of its symbols and allusions. Bold attacks the poem with 
enthusiasm. One infers that Oxen hom did not want to attempt any 
approach others had tried but rather, admitting that the poem was difficult, 
tried to strike at the heart of the problem. His aim fell short. Additional 
help will come with Professor Buthlay's edition of the work for the 
Scottish Academic Press in 1987. 
Oxenhorn does not consider any poetry written after 1940, nor does he 
do much with the essays. Nevertheless there is something to admire in a 
book daring to assert that a great deal of MacDiarmid's work is simply 
unsuccessful, that challenges the superlatives typically associated with 
MacDiarmid's achievement. Toward the end Oxenhorn says, "For despite 
the greatness of individual poems, the career is dogged throughout by 
insecurity and bluster. As the last forty years in particular make clear, this 
poet could not sustain the integration of head and heart which his finest 
poems achieve. He could not resolve, in much of his own life, the 
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contradictions in his culture." These statements seem rather unsympathetic 
in a study designed to promote the work of a fairly recent poet, but the 
book can also be read as a brave attempt to "shake down" and re-examine 
more objectively the work of one whom Scottish literature this century has 
so much to be grateful for. 
HENRY fuLTON 
Central Michigan University 
James Thomson. Liberty, The Castle of Indolence and Other Poems. Ed. 
James Sambrook. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1986. x + 452 pp. 
For 250 years now, James Thomson's poems have appeared 
perennially in print. Not only the popular Seasons, but also well-known 
works such as The Castle of Indolence, Liberty, Britannia, A Poem Sacred 
to the Memory of Sir Isaac Newton, as well as various minor verses, and 
even the Scottish-bred juvenile poems, have been handed down-and 
frequently mishandled in the process-by generations of Thomson editors. 
Some of these editors, like the poet's friend George Lyttelton, were well-
meaning but misguided "improvers" of the poetry; others merely 
misunderstood or carelessly misrepresented the Anglo-Scot Thomson, his 
poetic practices, his particular language and style. 
In 1981 James Sambrook's bravely executed critical edition of The 
Seasons righted innumerable editorial wrongs, to reveal the true beauties 
of that great poem. Now, his masterful second volume, Liberty, The Castle 
of Indolence and Other Poems, fulfills his commitment to high-quality 
textual scholarship, making even more of the poetry of James Thomson 
accessible to scholar and general reader alike. Sambrook, confronted with 
the textual complexities of Thomson's prolific poetry, seems steadily 
guided by a simple principle: he conscientiously and consistently attempts 
to understand the way Thomson's mind worked, and to carry out with 
integrity the poet's intentions as fully as possible. Here, in this 
comprehensive edition, all of Thomson's poems are brought together at 
last, to be enjoyed as their author would have wanted them to be. 
An editing job on this scale (five long poems, and over fifty shorter 
ones) involves countless editorial decisions, and Sambrook's decisions are 
almost always defensible, and lucidly and rationally defended in his 
Introductions to each section of the volume. Many such editorial choices 
come down to "judgment calls," and Sambrook's informed judgment is 
admirable. In his efficient and workable system of textual apparatus which 
accompanies each poem, he sorts out the textual tangle concisely and 
clearly, citing substantive and accidental variants from important early 
editions (primarily, the editions from Thomson' s lifetime), and 
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occasionally, where insignificant or editorially interesting substantive 
variants occur, referring also to later editions, such as Patrick Murdoch's 
important Works of 1762. He silently corrects obvious printer's errors as 
well. The numerous variants introduced as "improvements" by Lyttelton 
(1750, 1757), which unfortunately slipped into many subsequent editions, 
are put in their place, Appendix B of the volume. 
This edition of Liberty, The Castle of Indolence and Other Poems 
represents the first complete collection of "annotated critical texts of all 
Thomson's other [besides The Seasons] poetical works except the 
dramas ... " (p. v). In a brief Preface, Sambrook outlines the structure of the 
volume. First, there are the five longer poems, in chronological order of 
composition: A Poem Sacred to the Memory of Sir Isaac Newton (1727), 
Britannia, A Poem (1729), Uberty, A Poem (1735-6), A Poem to the 
Memory of the Right Honourable the Lord Talbot (1737), and The Castle 
of Indolence, An Allegorical Poem (1748), each with its own full textual 
history and critical introduction. These are followed by two major groups 
of shorter poems, the "Juvenilia" and the "Miscellaneous Poems," each 
group prefixed with a general textual introduction. Three appendices 
follow: Appendix A includes "Poems of uncertain authorship" previously 
attributed to Thomson; Appendix B gives "Substantive variants in 
Lyttelton's editions, 1750, 1757"; Appendix C describes three "Poems 
wrongly attributed to Thomson." After the texts of the poems comes the 
fascinating "Commentary" that Sambrook (as in his Seasons edition) does 
so well. These lively and leamed notes make good reading in themselves, 
telling the reader not only the details about the individual poems (sources, 
analogues, background information), but also a great deal about the poet 
Thomson himself, his life and times. Sambrook's notes provide a concise 
compendium of the best in Thomson scholarship, as well as a clear-eyed 
perspective on the poet's contemporary culture. Overall, the volume's 
clear and compact structure proves satisfying and workable. 
Sambrook makes no special attempt to place Thomson in a specifically 
"Scottish" setting, or to discover Scottish sources, references or literary 
and linguistic parallels, but after all, this was not his task. His significant 
contribution to Scottish studies here is the new edition of the 
Juvenilia-the first complete, critical and really reliable edition ever. He 
has drawn the juvenile poems (all written in Scotland) from the so-called 
Newberry MS, the earliest Thomson holograph (compiled ca. 1719-21), 
and from the collection The Edinburgh Miscellany (1720), where the 
poet's first published verses appeared. Sambrook's job was made very 
difficult by the fact that the Newberry MS had been badly damaged even 
as early as 1819, when The Earl of Buchan described "'the antient mice's 
invasion'" of the torn and nibbled MS (p. 226). Furthermore, the MS itself 
has been missing from the Newberry Library since 1970. Thus Sambrook 
has had to work from a not-very-Iegible photographic reproduction of the 
original MS. He has nonetheless succeeded in recreating a straightforward 
transcription of the MS poems, with care and concern for accuracy, 
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indicating lacunae with periods, and wisely refraining from editorial 
conjecture to fill in the gaps. In his commentary to this section, he has 
sympathetically recorded several Scottish rhymes (e.g. "thee/die," in 
"Psalm 104 Paraphrazed" [I. 99]), and has glossed Scotticisms and local 
terms where they occur. 
Sambrook offers two theories for the provenance of the Newberry MS. 
It was long thought that the holograph was presented to Lord George 
Graham, son of the Duke of Montrose, either by Thomson or by his friend 
David Mallet (who was tutor to the young Lord) in the mid-1720's, and 
that the MS remained in the Graham family until the early nineteenth 
century when it was purchased by bookseller and editor William 
Goodhugh. Thereafter, the MS passed through several hands until it 
arrived at the Newberry Library in 1890. Sambrook, however, seems to 
prefer another and more interesting history, recounted by Lord Buchan. 
He believes that Thomson may have given the MS to Mallet at a very 
early date, possibly while Mallet and Thomson were students at Edinburgh 
University, and that Mallet kept possession of the MS until his death in 
1765, when it passed to the Grahams. 
The juvenile poems are a surprisingly diverse group. Though they are 
mostly "gauche and schoolboyish pieces" (p. 228), they afford an 
intriguing glimpse of the apprentice-poet in Scotland. Some of the poems 
were probably written in the Borders when Thomson was quite young, and 
are aimed at a Border audience-" A Poetical Epistle to Sir William 
Bennet of Grubbat Baronet" and "Upon MarIe-feild," (Bennet's estate), 
and the curious Scots mock-elegy "An Elegy upon James Therbum in 
Chatto." Others were written while he was a student in Edinburgh-the 
mock-heroic "A Description of ten a-clock of night in the town," 
portraying the venerable Edinburgh custom of gardy-Ioo, and various 
religious and pastoral verses such as "A Pastoral betwixt Thirsis and 
Corydon upon the death of Damon by whom is [meant] mr: william 
riddell." Still oothers reflect the urbane influence of Allan Ramsay, and 
particularly Ramsay's poems published in 1718-Thomson's "Upon 
Beauty" and "Upon the Hoop" were influenced by Tartana. The three 
relatively more polished poems printed in The Edinburgh Miscellany were 
"Verses on receiving a Flower from his Mistress," "Upon Happiness" (an 
ambitious Neoplatonic allegory possibly influenced by Ramsay's 
Content), and "Of a Country Life, By a Student in the University," the 
only one of these juvenilia which does not appear in the Newberry MS, 
and which is especially revealing as it anticipates Thomson's masterpiece 
The Seasons in many points of theme, descriptive detail and language. The 
Edinburgh Miscellany itself is an interesting collection; its advertised 
purpose was to publicize the efforts of aspiring young Anglo-Scottish 
poets such as Thomson and fellow-contributor Mallet. 
Two poems which previous editors have conventionally included 
among Thomson's juvenilia, Sambrook elects to move to "Miscellaneous 
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Poems," for good reasons. "Lisy's parting with her cat" is a clever mock-
epic describing an incident from the poet's boyhood ("Lisy" is his sister 
Elizabeth), but apparently polished and transcribed at a later date. The 
religious-philosophical "The Works and Wonders of Almighty Power" 
was fIrst printed anonymously in Aaron Hill's Plain Dealer (1724), as by 
a young member of the Grotesque Club, an Edinburgh literary society to 
which Thomson and Mallet belonged. While internal evidence suggests 
that Thomson was indeed the author, attribution has not been verifIed, and 
in any case the verse was probably written or improved somewhat later 
than the other juvenile poems. 
The fIfty "Miscellaneous Poems" (thirty of which have appeared in 
earlier collections of Thomson's poetry) were gathered from several 
sources: Thomson holograph MSS; transcriptions and attributions by the 
Countess of Hertford or James Spence; texts printed during Thomson's 
lifetime and not disclaimed by him; and texts printed in Lyttelton's 1750 
edition and reprinted in Murdoch's Works. So Sambrook has added to and 
stabilized the canon of Thomson's shorter verses. He has used the earliest 
available copy-text for each poem, and has arranged them in "approximate 
chronological order." The "Miscellaneous Poems" comprise occasional 
verses, eulogies and elegies, religious verses, odes and songs including the 
heartfelt love-songs he wrote for his unrequited love, Scotswoman 
Elizabeth Young, in the 1740's, set to music by James Oswald. With 
characteristic wit and wisdom, the editor's commentary makes even minor 
verses, not very interesting in themselves, more appealing in the context 
of Thomson's world-his social and literary relations--where Sambrook 
is so much at home. 
Of the longer poems in the volume, Newton is particularly noteworthy 
in its historical associations with Edinburgh University, which Sambrook 
acknowledges. Edinburgh University was a very early center for the study 
of Newtonian science, and there Thomson was inspired with a knowledge 
and wonder he would never lose. Newton is also a lovely poem in itself 
and a pleasure to read here, as it illuminates the poet's skillful blending (as 
seen in The Seasons) of science with accurate and beautiful visual 
description and deep religious feeling. Britannia is important as 
Thomson's statement of opposition Whig indignation coupled with pro-
British patriotism, looking forward to Liberty. The elegy for Talbot pays 
tribute to Thomson's friend and generous patron, Baron Talbot of Hensol, 
whose son the poet accompanied on the Grand Tour in the 1730s. 
Liberty (1735-6), that vast poem of "historical review and visionary 
prospect" (p. 31), was last published in a major edition as part of J. Logie 
Robertson's James Thomson: Poetical Works (1908), an edition which 
Sambrook rightly characterizes as "incomplete and defective" (p. v) and 
which has been the standard Thomson text this century. A worthy poem in 
its moral, socio-political and patriotic motives and neoclassical ambitions, 
Liberty was unfortunately not very likeable as poetry, and has never 
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inspired much editorial enthusiasm. A.D. McKillop did a scholarly study, 
The Background of Thomson's Liberty, but did not attempt a critical 
edition of the poem. Now, Sambrook presents us with the only critical text 
to date. There are anomalies-why, for instance, did Sambrook decide to 
use mixed copy-texts for this poem in parts-the Works, 1738, for Parts I 
and II, and the fIrst editions, 1735 and 1736, for Parts III, IV and V? His 
justifIcation seems reasonable enough (fhomson himself extensively 
revised Parts I and II for the 1738 Works), but this non-standard procedure 
is still somewhat surprising. Nonetheless, Sambrook abides by his fIrst 
principle, as he attempts to reassert the editorial authority of the poet. 
There are occasional misprints (such as the description of the "mainly 
Race" instead of "manly Race," of Swedes, IV.372). Still, for overall 
accuracy in respect of both substantives and accidentals (and Thomson 
genuinely cared about his accidentals) Sambrook's edition is a tremendous 
improvement over Robertson's. The editor's Introduction to Liberty also 
provides an informative summary of the complicated political background 
to the poem. 
For The Castle of Indolence, Sambrook's editorial task was made 
easier by McKillop's excellent critical edition of 1961 which also included 
Newton and Britannia, in addition to the Hymn on Solitude and the song 
Rule, Britannia. Sambrook's brief but penetrating Introduction sensitively 
discusses the importance of the personal experience of the "indolent Bard" 
Thomson in the making of this moral and religious allegory. One wishes 
that Sambrook had had space to explore the Scottish subjective experience 
(and especially, the Scottish Calvinistic religious experience) of the poet, 
which is particularly relevant here. 
Both Sambrook and McKillop took the second edition (September, 
1748) of The Castle as their copy-text; though this edition was published a 
month after Thomson's death, it is considered almost certainly to be 
authoritative. However, both editors had recourse to the fIrst edition (May, 
1748) in a few instances. One editorial difference worth noting occurs in 
Canto I, S1. LIX, 1.9, where Sambrook uses the second edition ("Ten 
thousand great Ideas fill'd his Mind;/ But with the Clouds they fled, and 
left no Trace behind"), but McKillop drew from the fIrst edition (" .. .left 
no Tract behind"). Does the use of the word "Tract," meaning, in obsolete 
usage, a track or path or perhaps a feature, or trait represent a Scotticism 
in the fIrst edition, emended and anglicized by the poet, the printer or 
Lyttelton for the second edition? Again, there are misprints (such as in 
Canto I, St. XI, I. 9, where Sambrook gives "Streams, with Blood and 
Rivers ran" rather than "Blood the Rivers ran," second edition, 1748), but 
these are extremely rare in this very readable edition of the delightful 
Castle. 
James Sambrook's edition of Liberty, The Castle of Indolence and 
Other Poems isn't perfect, but it comes remarkably close. It is a very fine 
work indeed, and a much-appreciated major contribution to Thomson 
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studies. One might voice only two' disappointments, neither of which is 
any reflection on the editor. The ftrst is that the volume is so expensive; 
yet it is well-produced, and to Thomson scholars, priceless. The second 
(which, one trusts, will someday soon be remedied) is that Thomson's 
dramas were outside the scope of Sambrook's edition. A critical edition of 
the plays is sorely needed, and although Sambrook himself does not plan 
to take on that formidable task, he expresses hope that the plays "will 
appear in a third volume, edited by another" (p. v). James Sambrook's two 
volumes of James Thomson's poetry will be the standard texts of this 
important Anglo-Scottish poet for a long time to come. 
MARY JANE SCOTI 
Columbia, South Carolina 
The Complete Works of Robert Burns. Ed. with Introd. by James A. 
Mackay. Alloway: Alloway Publishing. 1986. 703 pp. The Offtcial 
Bicentenary Edition; authorized by the Burns Federation. 
The phenomenon of Robert Burns's popularity continues to astonish 
even those of us who have spent much of our lives under his giant shadow. 
No wonder some of Scotland's most important twentieth-century poets 
(Hugh MacDiarmid and Tom Scott, to name but two) have cried 
"Enough!" Not, I am sure they would admit, because they thought the less 
of Burns, but because they feared that Scottish poetry was in danger of 
becoming identifted in the popular mind with only the one writer. 
MacDiarmid at least is having a sort of revenge, for we now ftnd his 
poems as the obligatory "representative" of Scottish twentieth-century 
dialect poetry in many collections. I see no evidence that Scottish 
literature is becoming a one-poet study; if anything I should hope that 
through Burns readers are led to enjoy both his antecedents and his 
successors. 
The present volume is a case in point about the sustained interest in 
Burns. The Bicentenary Edition was ftrst published in a Subscribers' 
Edition of 2000 copies, at a pretty hefty price, and was completely sold 
out long before its publication. This Souvenir Edition of the text is 
available, at a quite modest price, to those who do not have the 
Subscribers' Edition. Nor is this edition of Burns alone in the fteld-at 
any time in the past several decades there have always been at least a half-
dozen editions of the poet's works for the reader to chose from. 
The Editor of this collection, James A. Mackay, brings impeccable 
credentials to the job. He is, among other things, Editor of the Burns 
Chronicle, and lives in the city of Dumfries where Burns spent the last 
years of his life. Mackay's arrangement of the poems and songs follows a 
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chronological sequence. Given that about half of Burns's output was 
published by his editors James Johnson and George Thomson, and that the 
poet did not have control over the sequence in which individual works 
were printed, Mackay's arrangement gets him (and us) away from trying 
to second-guess the order in which the poet would have liked to see his 
works appear. It is also useful for the student to be able to trace how 
Burns's writing changed over the years, from very heavily weighted 
towards poems in the period to his second edition (1787) to mostly songs 
in the 1790's. His verse epistles were almost all written before he left 
Ayrshire for Edinburgh. We note a change in his song-writing, too, when 
he began working with Thomson in September 1792. 
A good feature of this edition is the glossing in the margins beside the 
text. I have always found glossaries separated from the text to be annoying 
to use, distracting the reader from following the flow of the poem. When I 
looked up one of the most famous of Burns's dialect words, skinking, in 
"To a Haggis," I found only one meaning "watery" in this edition, 
whereas Burns (who compiled his own glossary) for some reason did not 
gloss the word at all. One dictionary I consulted may have come closer to 
Burns's meaning with "thin, liquid, tasteless, weak and watery." An 
interesting study could be made of the changes in glossary definitions of 
dialect words to be found in Burns, starting with Burns's own definitions, 
which, incidentally, differed substantially between his editions of 1786 
and 1787. 
The eight-page chronology will be found useful for situating the poet 
at various times. A seventeen-page Introduction eloquently sets Burns in 
his time and, I was pleased to note, addresses two of the things for which 
the poet has been unjustly censured over the years: his "adventures of the 
amatory kind" as Mackay calls them, and his drinking. Certainly Burns 
sired illegitimate children and at times drank too much; there is ample 
evidence that he was neither a lecher nor a drunkard. Mackay also reminds 
us that in Burns we are dealing with a genius, quoting John Ramsay of 
Ochtertyre, "I have been in the company of many men of genius, some of 
them poets, but never witnessed such flashes of intellectual brightness as 
from him, the impulse of the moment, sparks of celestial fire." 
The text used by Mr. Mackay is based on the definitive edition of the 
poems and songs established by James Kinsley (3 vols. Oxford, 1968). 
This was a choice by Mackay with which there can be no quarrel, 
although I must add that the edition edited by Henley and Henderson (4 
vols. 1896-7) is still very useful as a supplement to Kinsley. Establishing a 
text always, finally, falls on the editor, particularly, as in this case, if 
variant readings are not included. We cannot usually be certain of 
authorial intent, so that the decision of which of two or more alternate 
readings best serves the author is one of literary taste. I mention this 
because there are readings in Kinsley which do not follow the earliest 
printing: a good example of this is to be found in "The Holy Fair" where 
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in stanza 12 Burns's 1787 version ("tidings 0' damnation") is preferred to 
that of 1786 ("tidings 0' salvation"), and rightly so. Mackay has also 
preferred this reading, going, in fact, a step further in rendering Burns's 
"d-rnn-t--n" as the complete "damnation." If Kinsley had remained 
completely true to his stated method he would have given us the much less 
castigating "salvation." 
There are no hitherto unpublished poems in this collection, although 
there is evidence that some of Burns's poems have not yet come to light. 
We do have the so-called Merry Muses poems however, and it is 
refreshing to have the Burns Federation officially admitting that Burns 
wrote erotic verse. Some of what he produced in this sub-genre was pretty 
good (most of the good stuff is humorous). Now with all of what Burns is 
known to have written available in a scholarly and relatively inexpensive 
edition, scholars and readers can get down to assessing what a tremendous 
contribution Burns made to the poetry and songs of the world. 
G.R.R. 
Robert Keith Miller, Carlyle's 'Life of John Sterling': A Study in 
Victorian Biography. Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press. 1987. 103 pp. 
What Dr. Miller has tried to do here is to focus on two neglected areas 
of nineteenth-century study: Carlyle'S attitude to biography (indeed 
substantial aspects of Carlyle's art of writing), and Carlyle's Life of John 
Sterling (1851), a work often anthologized in selection for its superlative 
portrait of Coleridge on Highgate Hill (as Carlyle remembered Coleridge 
from his own early meetings with him in 1824, an intense disappointment 
for which he never forgave the aging Coleridge) but rarely read in toto. 
Normally the Life of Sterling is given passing mention in a broad sweep 
through Carlyle's life and works, an aberration really, quiet, domestic, 
affectionate: the work of a man who was on holiday from more serious or 
acerbic duty, paying tribute to a dead friend. By focussing entirely on this 
book, Dr. Miller achieves the odd effect of putting into the shade those 
aspects of Carlyle most in public notice-the controversialist, the social 
philosopher, the historian, the prophet of woe-and concentrating on the 
"seeing eye," the extraordinary literary devices by which this biography 
was shaped in the conception and in the writing. That this is an eccentric 
production is never in question: Carlyle produced his effects by a series of 
stylistic devices well honed from the success of The French Revolution, of 
Chartism, Heroes, Past and Present: to be told he "hurries over material 
upon which he does not wish to dwell," that he "reaches outside his 
narrative to make connections with other events" (p.62) is to see the 
material of the familiar work bent to this unfamiliar task, the writing of a 
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book on someone Carlyle loved wholeheartedly despite vast differences of 
background, and even vaster differences of religious attitude: Dr. Miller's 
analysis seems a most satisfactory one when he suggests that 
It is quite possible that the way in which Carlyle uses editorial intrusions and 
other stylistic devices to undercut the narrative of this, his most personal work. 
reflects an inability to reveal affection for any length of time. Embarrassed by the 
intimacy of his revelations, Carlyle halfheartedly tries to poke fun at them. 
This is a book about a very personal piece of writing, and in its narrow 
focus it does succeed in revealing personal traits of Carlyle, in amplifying 
the pioneer criticism of those like Carlisle Moore who have sought to look 
at the quirks of Carlyle's writings not as blemish but as style. If 
"Biography is a creative experience both to read and to write" (p. 11) then 
the nuances of attitude to biography (analyzed early in the book) and the 
unexpected insights into Carlyle's attitude to Sterling (the later chapters) 
show a dialogue at work between Carlyle and his subject matter which the 
reader, vigilantly, can indeed read creatively. For Dr. Miller, the 
relationship with Sterling is one Carlyle had to "recreate and justify ... for 
himself' (p. 39) and the chief value of the Life "is that it reveals of Carlyle 
and his thought" (p. 78). To that end the extraordinary narrow focus of this 
book is well justified: it is a shame that a book published in 1987 should 
not make use of (nor, according to the bibliography, have access to) the 
volumes 10-12 of the Duke-Edinburgh edition of the Carlyle Letters, 
published in 1985, and (covering the years 1838-40) rich in material for 
the student of the Carlyle-Sterling relationship. While the last word on the 
relation and on the stylistic devices displayed sorichly in the Life may yet 
be unwritten, Dr. Miller's book is a real advance. As the Collected Letters 
continue (the volumes for 1841-2 are appearing in Summer 1987 as these 
words are written) the relationship between Carlyle and his subject 
becomes richer and more fully documented, and the endlessly fascinating 
enigma of Carlyle, to say nothing of his Works, becomes a little less 
obscure. 
IAN CAMPBELL 
University of Edinburgh 
John Walker, ed. The North American Sketches of R.B. Cunninghame 
Graham. Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press. 1986. x + 145 pp. 
RB. Cunninghame Graham (1852-1936), like W.H. Hudson (1841-
1922), is usually identified as a writer of English who lived in Argentina. 
Hudson, born in Argentina of North American parents, spent only his 
early years in South America and then settled in England, becoming a 
British subject On the other hand, Graham, though London-born, grew up 
in the Menteith region of Scotland. He is best known for his stories and 
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sketches from his wanderings through Spain, North Africa, and South 
America. At the age of eighty-three Graham made a return pilgrimage to 
the country where he spent youthful, happy years, and died in Buenos 
Aires. The North American sketches presented here fill in another part of 
Graham's actual and literary life. 
Recent interest in Graham has developed in both Spanish and English. 
A biography by Alicia Jurado, Borges' acquaintance in Buenos Aires, 
appeared in 1978. Two scholars devoted to Graham's works, Cedric Watts 
and Laurence Davies, produced a critical biography in 1979. But the 
leader in bringing to light neglected writings by Graham has been John 
Walker, a professor of Spanish at Queen's University, Ontario, Canada. 
Walker edited in 1978 The South American Sketches of R.B. Cunninghame 
Graham, in 1982 The Scottish Sketches of R.B. Cunninghame Graham, 
(reviewed in SSL, XIX), and now The North American Sketches of R.B. 
Cunninghame Graham. He predicts editing of the Spanish and North 
African pieces. 
The essays contained in this slim volume reflect the activities of the 
years 1879-81, a period after Graham's return to Europe from his sojourn 
in South America. This brief time in the Southwest of the United States, 
Texas, and Mexico has left little factual information; the biography by 
Watts and Davies, for example, offers only six pages for these two years. 
The brevity of the stay belies the impact of the experience, for stories, 
letters, and descriptions in this collection date from the 1890's until 
shortly before Graham's death. 
On a personal level these years were important. In 1878 in Paris 
Graham met the French-Chilean Garielle de la Balmondiere and, against 
the wishes of his family, married her that same year in London. Like so 
many Europeans entranced with the hope for riches in the cattle business 
in Texas (British and Scottish bankers invested heavily in Texas ranching 
after the American Civil War), the young couple ventured where 
reasonably Don Roberto's experience as a gaucho should have prepared 
him. From their arrival in New Orleans in May of 1879 through their 
moves into the Texas towns of Brownsville, Corpus Christi, and San 
Antonio, their two-month cotton-selling attempt as far south as Mexico 
City, and their return to San Antonio, they gained knowledge-but no 
money. Graham even went west to New Mexico and Arizona. By April 
1881 the Grahams were on their way out of San Antonio en route to Spain 
where they would spend most of the next two years. 
Walker assembled sketches, which usually had appeared first in 
periodicals, then later in revised form as parts of books, to place the topics 
in rough chronological sequence. Because of the amount of detail 
provided by Gabrielle's ''The Waggon-Train" (pp. 49-64) for the trip to 
Mexico City, Walker included this single work not from Graham's own 
hand. Walker claims that the order throughout the book shows the 
development of Graham's prose style. 
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The writings begin with three letters on the Indian vs. white issue. In 
the late 1880's and early 1890's Graham took strong political and social 
positions that in a later generation caused the leftist and Scottish 
nationalist Hugh MacDiarmid (Christopher Murray Grieve) to admire him. 
Racial bigotry, capitalism, and man's inhumanity to man disturbed 
Graham when he encountered the Southwest United States; he early took a 
philosophical view toward society, asserting, "That the whole Indian 
question (like the question of the unemployed in London) is a most 
difficult and piteous one no one will deny" (p. 31). 
Graham's strengths, not only in this collection but also in his Scottish 
Sketches, lie in sharp character delineations and in brief narratives. The 
fate of the Mexican tried under Texas law for the murder of an Anglo 
shows in "Un Pelado," which treats an event in a small town south of San 
Antonio, Encinal. A vignette of a happier sort is "A Chihuahuefio," about 
a native of the state of Chihuahua, Mexico, who, in this case, had migrated 
to San Antonio and traded his vocation of Indian fighter for the life of a 
guitar-player and story-teller. 
A story ironically entitled "Progress" retells the events from the 
Mexican novelist Heriberto Frias's Tomochic. It deals with the refusal of 
persons in an obscure town, Tomochic, in the state of Chihuahua, to pay 
taxes to the Mexican government headed by the "Imperial President," 
Porftrio Diaz. The leader of the insurrection, who, along with his 
followers, is killed, "preached a strange religion full of mysticism and 
sanctity of life unknown to clergymen, mixed with wild ideas of 
communism unfit for the conversing of good business men" (p. 69). 
The description of the Grahams' return to San Antonio after their ill-
starred attempt to make money through selling cotton in Mexico City is 
the basis for "A Hegira." It complements Gabrielle's "The Waggon-
Train," but though she gives details about such structures as the Bishop's 
Palace in Monterrey, churches in San Luis Potosi, flowers, and 
inhabitants, he focuses on six Mescalero Apache Indians who, having 
escaped from a Mexican prison, were trying to sneak back to Texas. As so 
often with his recounting of events, he philosophizes: "I checked my 
horse, and began moralizing on all kinds of things; upon tenacity of 
purpose, the futility of life, and the inexorable fate which mocks mankind, 
making all effort useless, whilst still urging us to strive" (p. 103). 
The best story in the collection is "Hope," which deals, not with the 
Mexicans or Indians who fascinated Graham, but with another ethnic 
group, the Germans. Many of these had come to Texas seeking land and 
peace away from the disturbances of, say, 1848 in Europe. An old couple 
west of San Antonio on their ranch on Christmas Even reminisce about 
their struggles, sorrows and achievements in this rugged region. Graham 
shows his versatility in portraying these simple people who still dominate 
the culture in such Texas communities as Fredericksburg and Comfort. 
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Rounding out the collection are several small pieces. One served as the 
preface to what Graham in 1916 envisaged as his final book, but it 
recalled a scene from forty years before-an example of his skill in 
reconstructing a long-ago scene through words. "Long Wolf' describes 
the grave in London of a member of Buffalo Bill Cody's cowboys-and-
Indians show. "A Hundred in the Shade" is, according to Walker, 
Graham's "North American swan song," for it is the last sketch inspired 
by the Grahams' stay in North America. It gives a story with the bromide 
of the good-hearted prostitute told, as Graham often selected, by a rough 
person within a primitive group of story-tellers. Lastly, Walker excerpted 
the North American portions Graham gave in book length on Aime F. 
Tschiffely's horseback ride from Buenos Aires to New York City. The 
ride, which took three years, began in 1925. The love of adventure 
combined with the respect for a good horseman and horse drew Graham to 
Tschiffely. Though at the time of the ride neither man knew the other, 
they later became friends and Tschiffely would write a laudatory 
biography of Graham. 
Walker provides a glossary of names (for example, Kickapoos) and 
terms (alcalde, tequila) and a bibliography of works by Graham together 
with a list of the major studies on him and his works. A bibliography of 
studies on Graham in the Southwest is given as well as a bibliography of 
bibliographies. 
Walker has carefully and lovingly fashioned another portion of 
Graham's writings. His general introduction offers selections from letters 
and other sources for understanding the sketches. Each selection is 
preceded by a brief preface and followed by detailed notes. Walker's 
proficiency in Spanish as well as his own background in Scotland aid him 
in comprehending the language and thought of Graham. 
Graham was a notorious scribbler and a poor speller. Walker's 
question mark after "drouth" (p. 15) is not necessary when one discovers 
that in Texas the word "drought" is often replaced by "drouth" and both 
words are pronounced as they are spelled. That Graham recorded "drouth" 
reveals his careful attention to the language he heard. 
ROBERT G. COLLMER 
Baylor University 
L.L. Bongie. The Love of a Prince: Bonnie Prince Charlie in France 
1744-1748. Vancouver, British Columbia: University of British Columbia 
Press. 1986. 432 pp. 
This is an academic work on what may initially seem to the reader to 
be a rather slender subject. However, as one progresses through this lucid 
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and readable book, an interesting portrayal emerges of the turning point of 
the life of Prince Charles Edward. 
The first part of the book is taken up with the doings of the family of 
Charles Edward's young cousin Louise, daughter of the Duke of Bouillon 
and granddaughter of Prince James Sobieski. The Duke and his wife, 
Marie Charlotte, did not get along, and she went for a protracted visit to 
Prince James, her father, in Poland, hoping for fmancial support to clear 
the Bouillon debts. This amounted to a separation from her husband, to his 
relief. The Duke's odious agent M. de Bacqueville accompanied her on 
this hazardous expedition, Poland being in a state of war at the time. He 
did all he could to undermine the unfortunate Marie Charlotte, who was 
Charles Edward's aunt, with the Duke and with Prince James. 
Louise, still a child, was sent for by her mother and much was done in 
an attempt to marry her off into the Polish nobility. However, at last 
nothing came of this. Louise returned to France, and the aged Prince 
James died shortly after, soon to be followed by the tubercular Marie 
Charlotte. 
Up to this point the narrative is somewhat tedious (throughout the 
book the reader is hampered by substantial quotations in French, without 
translations). However, with the advent on the scene of Charles Edward, 
the story begins to take fire. L.L. Bongie does not deal at all with the 
Prince's childhood as he has with Louise's, presumably because it is too 
well known. Nor does he discuss in detail the famous and fateful 
expedition of 1745. What is most interesting is the author's profoundly 
researched account of the personal tragedy of the Prince. He rightly seems 
to think that the military tragedy has been well and many times described. 
The reprehensible conduct of the Prince and his twenty-two year old 
married cousin Louise, now Princess of Rohan, is treated with much 
gentleness in this book, though Louise comes out of it better than Charles 
Edward. The author claims that the affair was the last moment of 
innocence in what was to become the Prince's life of debauch, alcoholism 
and contempt for others and himself. However, it is impossible to ignore 
the fact that he was breaking a solemn vow of chastity with the wife of a 
friend, and a subordinate friend at that, for Jules, Prince of Rohan, was a 
military colleague. Moreover, one has to take into account the breach of 
trust with the Bouillon family themselves, who had greatly helped him in 
the past. 
So this story is particularly interesting in that it marks at the inception 
of the affair Charles Edward's falling off in terms of generosity, honor and 
purpose, all qualities he had shown most admirably during the' 45 Rising. 
It has been said that it would have been better for him to have died at 
Culloden as he wished. Perhaps his moral decay began with that trauma. 
Certainly his behavior when on the run thereafter was, and is to this day, a 
most inspiring story. Nevertheless, it was while on the run that he 
developed a taste for alcoholic excess, not, I think, as L.L. Bongie states, 
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for whisky and brandy, but for brandy alone at this time, interestingly 
enough, in a country like Scotland where it had to be imported. 
I have described elsewhere the going to pieces of the man as a result of 
his alcoholism, which must have been incipient at the time he and Louise 
began their love affair. This time was marked by short temper and 
bitterness on the part of Charles Edward, characteristics the events and 
ending of the relationship can have done little to improve. But it remains 
the addiction to the bottle which ruined the man. It is utterly inadequate to 
apportion blame for conduct, reprehensible in appearance though it may 
be, that was distorted by such an illness as Charles Edward's condition 
was rapidly to become. 
There was much good that he could have done for others as a Catholic, 
a soldier and a focus for his followers. Liquor made that impossible and 
has to be admitted to have been in the end the real love of his life. One can 
only assume that Bongie does not deal in detail with this overpowering 
passion of the Prince for strong drink because he regards it as something 
that came later. However, the tendency was certainly there then and is 
likely to have been present in his relations with Louise de Rohan. It is not 
possible to say from this book to what extent this energetic and admirable 
young man was affected in this way at that time. 
However, Charles Edward's idiotic hectoring of the French 
government, his guilt which prevented his reunion with his father, and his 
entering into a treacherous adultery with Louise ought to perhaps be better 
seen as the afflicted behavior of a man beginning to be doomed with a 
crippling ailment. This, I believe, is the only way in which the lamentable 
decay of the man in later years can fairly be described. That is to say that 
what is visible in all the acrimony, the patheic wife-beating, the jealousy 
and the rest, are symptoms of the disease, rather than true traits of 
character. The Prince of the '45, courageous, chaste and magnanimous 
must remain our picture of the real man, a man that would have made an 
admirable de facto king. In his later life we are seeing the disease, not the 
person. 
The sheer lack of compassion with which the Prince's later life has 
been so often treated, in his lifetime and ever since, is little short of 
appalling. However, L.L. Bongie does not fall into this censorious trap. 
His account has every appearance of fairness, for all that he hardly 
mentions drink, and not at all in connection with Louise de Rohan. In this 
book Charles Edward emerges rather opaquely, if as an awkward 
customer. But then the book is really more about Louise and her family. 
For the former the author plainly has a soft spot. The poor girl had been 
hawked around the marriage markets of Poland and France. She had 
finally had to make a dynastic and probably loveless match with Jules, 
Prince de Rohan, who at least was young. They had talked of her 
marrying, while still a child, the Polish Petit General, who was nearly 50. 
Treated like a live pawn, she had been alienated from her mother at an 
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early age, and probably did not mourn her death which occurred when 
Louise was still young. Nowadays she would be called a disadvantaged 
child, at risk. From her portrait she is certainly pretty, though not 
beautifuL 
These facts go far to explain her neurotic and wayward behavior. Of 
her letters to Charles Edward, only two really celebrate their love. All the 
rest show emotional dependence, immaturity and irresponsible 
possessiveness, to say nothing of suicide threats. The fact that she was 
carrying his child at the time makes these hysterical outbursts more 
deplorable. Neither of them behaved well. Perhaps the only person who 
did was her father, who broke it up, but very gently. Of course, Louise's 
subsequent faithful domestic life does speak for her. But she must have 
become a serious incubus to Charles Edward at the time of the affair. 
Because she destroyed his letters at his request, it is not possible to 
know his side of the story. However, it was a terrible mistake for the hero 
of the '45, who could have been beloved by many women who were free, 
to get involved with this demanding child. Moreover the fact of her 
marriage to Jules de Rohan meant that Charles Edward had to forfeit the 
paternity of his only son. I don't think his fIrst exploit into the fIeld oflove 
can have been rewarding or fInally satisfying, but rather clandestine, 
anxious and swamping. They harmed each other and must have had the 
guilt of knowing it. Louise was the one that had to have the baby, but 
Charles Edward lost out too. Fleeing from the persecuting arms of his fIrst 
love, he took up with the Princess de Talmont, who was little better than 
an aristocratic demimondaine. The scene for his rapid moral decline was 
already set, and it began with Louise. 
So if the youthful Princess of Rohan had much to answer for, so had 
Charles Edward in taking her up and siring a child he could not father, to 
say nothing of letting down his uncle's family. Nevertheless, this book 
does not, and rightly so, shatter the Prince Charlie legend. For he too 
comes out of the story as ridiculously immature and inexperienced, to say 
nothing of damaged by the bloodbath he had witnessed and caused in 
Scotland. He was also a young man inextricably caught up in his 
conception of his own royalty, a Stewart vice, after all. Perhaps the real 
tragedy, unspoken in this book, is that he and Louise did not fall in love 
before her marriage, because for a time at least they certainly appear to 
have adored each other. 
The author supplies a comprehensive background to the story of 
Charles and Louise, complete with many letters in the text. In fact the 
actual love story takes up only a relatively short space. As an account of 
aristocratic life in 18th-century Poland and pre-revolutionary France, the 
book is invaluable. It demonstrates, for example, how far removed from 
ordinary everyday life French nobles like the Duc of Bouillon had 
become, intent as they were on agrandizing their estates, fIeld sports, self-
glorifying wars, endless protocol and, with the subject of much of this 
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book, heartless dynastic marriages of a kind that went out in Scotland at 
the beginning of the 16th century. That these nobles could be kindly 
family men as were Bouillon and his son-in-law, Jules, in no way brought 
them nearer the common man, and this, as we know, was their downfall at 
the end. 
Charles Edward himself was so pre-occupied with his own hereditary 
importance and status that he antagonized even the friendly Louis XV and 
provoked his own imprisonment and unseemly ejection from France. This 
episode is here dealt with in detail. The incredible folly of quarrelling with 
the most powerful monarch in the western world is painful to observe. It is 
also a further indication that the hero was alcoholically deluded. The story 
of Charles Edward's incarceration in the donjon of Vincennes, his 
subsequent humiliating expulsion from the country, sick with anger as he 
was, and fmally his going to A vignon thereby breaking his word to Louis, 
a thing he would never have done earlier, honorable as he was, make truly 
sorry reading. 
It is because this book is so well written and well researched that the 
subject is so poignant and, in the end, so depressing. For it is, in part, at 
least the story of a strong man beginning to go to decay, assailed by 
misfortune from without and alcoholic disease, then untreatable, from 
within. That the author does not give enough reasons for the Prince's 
moral collapse is a fault in the work. However, L.L. Bongie's otherwise 
psychologically satisfying treatment of the persona is a rarity in a study of 
academic history. The labor that has gone into the research and writing of 
For the Love of a Prince must have been considerable. As a work of 
scholarship the book remains a substantial contribution. It is good that it is 
also eminently readable. Any Jacobite library should add it to its 
collection. 
HUGH DOUGLAS-HAMILTON 
Begbie Farm House, Haddington 
John D. Rosenberg. Carlyle and the Burden of History. Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press. 1985.209 pp. 
Carlyle and the Burden of History evinces a scholarly integrity seldom 
found in books of its kind: John Rosenberg from the outset admits his 
psycho-philosophic prejudices. While discussing the oft written about 
conversion archetype in Sartor Resartus, Rosenberg turns the epiphany of 
the Rue de l' Enfer inward and describes it as an "extraordinary recasting 
of traditional religious experience in psychological and political terms," a 
"defiant negation of Negation" (p. 12). What is far more significant than 
the rather traditional observation here is the positing of the asterisk which 
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sends the reader to the bottom of the page and this frank confession by 
Rosenberg: "More ardent Freudians than I might make much of .... " 
Rosenberg's identification of himself as a Freudian, however ardent, 
serves to define the perimeters and barriers of his work. The reader 
benefits from such honesty, and it is especially welcomed in the light of 
recent work on Carlyle that asserts as biographical fact psychological 
impression. Carlyle and the Burden of History is an historio-critical 
psychoanalysis by a self-proclaimed Freudian. For the reader to know this 
is essential; for the reader to be told this by the author is refreshing. 
Nothing is hidden here behind the guise of fact. Even the suggestive and 
leading title, Burden of History, is highlighted by italics. History itself is 
not on trial here; rather the burden that history places upon the 
imagination of its interpreters. The primary interpretive burden is 
Carlyle's; the secondary Rosenberg's. Yet in the end the reader is left to 
wonder just whose Zeitgeist is being examined. Although he does not say 
as much, Rosenberg would probably argue the reader's. 
In his own arena Rosenberg is a master. From beginning to end he 
manipulates the text and hence the reader to arrive at exegesis. His fone is 
the language of metaphor. Stated and implied comparisons abound. 
Carlyle'S burden-that is, Rosenberg's perception of Carlyle's 
burden--comes alive before our eyes as we are dazzled, often 
hoodwinked, by the power of the critic's voice. This is a well-thought out 
book with a premeditated thesis. Carlyle's failures are to be found in his 
successes. Carlyle is a paradox among paradoxes: "Radical and 
authoritarian, compassionate and bigoted, prophetic and blind" (p. vii). 
Rosenberg ranges through Carlyle's historical consciousness without 
hesitation. Sartor Resartus is a "Manichaean struggle" (p. 13); The French 
Revolution a "modem Armageddon" (p.29); Past and Present an 
"Ovidian mockery" (p. 130); Oliver Cromwell an "Orphic journey" 
(p. 142); the Latter-Day Pamphlets a binhing of "Demon-Cocks" (p. 149); 
and Frederick the Great a "Cyclopean wall" (p. 163). Such rhetoric 
captures the imagination of the reader. And, through such rhetorical 
flourish fact is woven into impression before being rewoven into fact. The 
reader is mesmerized, and the thesis thereby assured: Carlyle is the victim 
of the psychological wasteland of his own historical conscience. 
As the Burden of History unfolds the reader soon realizes that 
Rosenberg has set himself up as the interpretive historian of Interpretive 
History. We see Carlyle not so much through Carlyle's eyes as we see 
Carlyle through Rosenberg's eyes. Indeed, the subjective narrator intrudes 
so dramatically upon his subject that at points it is difficult to distinguish 
the critic from the historian. Passion is Rosenberg's tool. Anger flashes 
across the pages as he seeks to expose Carlyle's tragic flaw, the obstinate 
disbelief in the paradigm of reason. Yet within this anger there is a 
lyricism that repeatedly ameliorates critical repugnance. Slowly the reader 
begins to realize that Rosenberg admires Carlyle, not for what he was but 
for what he was to become. Carlyle was a prophet to an age that extended 
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far beyond Victorian. From this point of admiration Rosenberg often 
appropriates a language that is distinctly Carlylean. In a typical Carlylean 
burst of metaphor Rosenberg describes the mob of the Reign of Terror "as 
whirlwind, tidal wave, or volcanic upheaval exploding from the fiery 
bowls of the earth" (p. 96). In this language of volatility, Rosenberg, for a 
moment, has become Carlyle. However, Rosenberg's adopted lyricism can 
just as quickly give way to the personal invective he deplores in Carlyle. 
Our sensibilities are assaulted when Rosenberg dips his pen too far into 
the well of distaste as he tells us, for example, that reading the Latter-Day 
Pamphlets is "strangely like reading pornography, only the sexuality has 
been transmuted into scatology and aggression" (p. 152). In this language 
of hostility, Rosenberg, for a moment, has become the Carlyle he resents. 
Whatever the confusions that are raised by the intensely metaphorical 
language of Carlyle and the Burden of History, one can fmally say that it 
is, within its defined psychological genre, a book among books. Similar to 
Carlyle, Rosenberg's failures are his successes. He handles the 
paradoxical vision of Carlyle with a seriousness of conviction that invites 
challenge. We have here a book that grows larger through re-reading. 
With this in mind, we can only lament that it was not finished. Why is 
there no word on Carlyle's final history, The Early Kings of Norway, in 
order that the reader might see further into the totality of his historical 
vision? And, more important, where is the final chapter of synthesis and 
summation? In its absence, we are left with the feeling that Diogenes has 
somehow abandoned his lantern. It is shocking that this book got into print 
without such a chapter. True, Rosenberg's declared subject is The French 
Revolution, but by ranging wider he imposes a certain imbalance of 
generalization upon the whole. In spite of these flaws, we are in the end 
indebted to John Rosenberg for his continued stimulating work. 
ROOOER L. T ARR 
Illinois State University 
Hans Jtirg Kupper. Robert Burns im deutschen Sprgchraum (unter 
besonderer Berucksichtigung der schweizerdeutschen Ubersetzung von 
August Corrodi). Basler Studien zur deutschen Sprache und Literatur, No. 
56. Bern: Francke. 1979. 317 pp. [Robert Burns in the German-Speaking 
Countries (with Specific Reference to August Corrodi's Swiss-German 
Translations)] . 
Hans Jtirg Kupper's study can justly claim the right to receive an 
intense review for two reasons, one of subject matter, the other of quality. 
First, it gives evidence of the immense poetic echo which Bums produced 
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in 19th-century Gennan-speaking countries. Second, it is, on the whole, an 
investigation of remarkable scholarly value. 
Unfonunately it suffers from self-imposed restrictions in three 
imponant aspects: 1) It deals predominantly with Corrodi's translations; 
2) The Corrodi translations selected by Kupper for closer analysis are only 
those of five songs; 3) Three of those songs are love songs. The second 
and third restrictions ensue mainly from the substance and circumference 
of Corrodi's texts. 
Kupper's choice of the subject to be examined within the larger field 
of research which the title of his study promises is, as will become evident 
later, noticeably influenced by his opinion of its quality. For him, 
Corrodi's renderings of Bums's songs surpass the quality of most 
translations by others into any fonn of Gennan. 
Kupper's study [11'st gives an infonnative survey of the history of 
German translations of Burns. Then, those characteristics of Bums's 
language which are significant for translators, and the linguistic capacities 
and drawbacks of Gennan translators are discussed. After that comes the 
central object of Kupper's interest: Corrodi's translations. Corrodi's 
acquaintance with English and Scots and his emotional and mental 
relations to his native fonns of speech, namely High Gennan, 
Alemannic/Swiss Gennan, and his local idiom (Zurich Gennan) are 
outlined. Next follow the analyses of translations of five well-known 
Bums songs, presented in a paradigmatic fonn. Corrodi's handling of the 
various fonnal poetic aspects (i.e., euphony, metre, rhythm) is then 
discussed. Notes, a select bibliography, a table of Bums translations plus 
respective additional explanations, and an index of musical compositions 
for Gennan Burns translations are added. The concluding paragraphs 
contain a list of all translations done by Corrodi, another of all his 
publications, the imponant biographical dates and the draft of an 
autobiographical letter. 
At the outset of his study the enonnous bulk of Gennan translations of 
Bums is presented and briefly characterized (pp.9-48), and Kupper 
laments the impossibility of more thorough analyses-or the work would 
have required several volumes. 
Reasons for the existence of this astonishing quantity of Gennan 
translations are mentioned in pan. The limited linguistic affinity between 
Scots and Gennan is discussed. Other factors receive less attention: the 
veneration which the Gennans of the 19th century had for Schiller and 
apparently transferred to Bums, whose political achievement they 
considered similar to that of Schiller, and, distinct from that veneration a 
late romantic misunderstanding to which many Gennans were especially 
prone, the "Biedenneier" concept of their Burns reception and its 
narrowing consequences. This latter aspect is discussed at some length by 
Kupper. 
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A closer evaluation of Kupper's method of analyzing five of Corrodi's 
translations cannot be given here. Drawing attention to some more 
important aspects must suffice. Kupper's exposition and illumination of 
the second half of the 19th century in Switzerland as cultural background 
from which Corrodi's renderings of Burns's poetry spring is undoubtedly 
helpful, if not indispensable. Yet Kupper tends to exaggerate in ensuing 
considerations: he criticizes Corrodi for using a diction which, instead of 
reflecting the social conditions of the second half of the 19th century, tries 
to apply an "anachronistic" or "antiquarian" language form, that of the end 
of the preceding and the beginning of the 19th century. However, this 
aspect of Kupper's critique is in itself open to criticism, as its proposition 
repeatedly put forward is, nevertheless, too dogmatic, so that the question 
arises-why not translate a poet into a foreign diction that is, in terms of 
literary periods, akin to that of his own time? 
Still, of the five items of intense analytic comparison of original poetry 
and poetic translation (pp.74-133), four may almost be called 
masterpieces ("A red red Rose"t'Min Schatz ist wienes Roseli;" "Wha is 
that at my bower door?"t'Wer bOpperlet a der chammer a?;" "Is there, for 
honest Poverty"f'Was solI en armen Ehrema;" "Auld lang syne"f'Vor 
alter Ziit"). With regard to these pairs, the relevant aspects of lyrical 
craftsmanship are competently investigated; moreover, the achievements 
of other translations either into High German or into other German 
dialects are used as correctives. Some of these renderings are considered 
to be of remarkable value, such as Eggers's Low German version of "Wha 
is that at my bower door?" and Legerlotz's translation of "Is there, for 
honest poverty" into a "mixed language form" of High German and 
Southwest German. It is only when Kupper's critical appreciation of the 
original is defective, as is the case with "Thou lingering Star," which he 
regards too positively, that his results are misleading. 
Musical deliberations are for Kupper of no great importance, as 
Corrodi apparently did not take into account the melodies of the texts he 
translated. 
Kupper methodically examines the language status and forms, 
considering the degree to which language forms-morphological and 
phonetic features, lexical capacities, intrinsic characteristics of a given 
language/idiom/dialect ["Sprachform'1-Swiss German, High German 
and Scots show intrinsic affinities which support the task of translation. 
Kupper is well qualified to undertake such an investigation with his 
knowledge of his native Swiss German and other German idioms, even 
Low German, considered by some to be a language in its own right. 
If the bulk of German translations suggests, to Kupper, a certain 
limited specific affinity of Scots and German, the affinity of Scots and 
Swiss German seems to Kupper greater, which adds strength to his 
judgment that Corradi's Burns translations are among the best produced 
by German translators. Kupper maintains that Scots and Swiss German (or 
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Alemannic )are two very manly idioms. On the other hand Kupper also has 
critical remarks about a surmized "organic relationship" between Scots 
and Swiss German. He rightly sees--and this is an interesting by-product 
of his study-that Scots and Swiss German occupy singular positions 
within the spheres of English and German idioms-both are more than 
dialects. They certainly have (to use the term coined by H. Kloss for such 
idioms) the status of "semi-language" (Halbsprache). He also notes that 
both Scots and Swiss German can produce intermediate forms of speech, 
mixtures of, on the one hand, English and Scots and, on the other, High 
German and Swiss German vocabularies, though in both cases this is true 
only with qualification. 
But then he moves toward a misunderstanding. Whereas he ascribes 
the more local, provincial character of Corrodi's translations (to some 
degree they are so) to COTTodi's intellectual limits, to his 
retrospectiveness, the reason for this more provincial character is, to a 
considerable degree, due more to the idiom itself than to COTTodi's limited 
literary creativity. 
Admittedly both Scots and Swiss German are more than dialects, but 
while Scots once had the status of a written national language (which 
Swiss German has never had), Swiss German is now to a great extent the 
spoken national medium of Swiss Germans, not infrequently even for 
scholarly communication, which is apparently not the case with Scots. 
Consequently the rank of "Halbsprache," granted to both idioms, is based 
on very different propositions. Therefore the shortcomings of COTTodi's 
translations are not, in the first place, the outcome of the latter's limited 
imaginative concepts, but the consequence of the fact that Swiss German, 
up to COTTodi's time, had never been used as the written vehicle of 
elevated speech and thought, a fact to which Kupper pays little attention. 
The expressive width which written Scots still retained in the 18th century 
must not be expected in 19th-century written Swiss German. Kupper's 
study unintentionally suggests a difference in linguistic rank between 
Scots and Swiss German as written media. 
It should be noted in passing that frequently COTTodi chose a specific 
variant of Swiss German as his poetic vehicle, ZUrich German, which 
naturally added to the provinciality in his translations. And yet it must not 
be denied that some of the limitations deplored by Kupper have their 
origin in Corrodi's poetic mind which was often not capable of 
productions congenial to Burns's poetry. Still, it is to be observed that 
some of the "limiting" means applied by COTTodi, as compared with other 
German translators, produced intensified effects for a Swiss German 
audience such as his introduction of the Rhine ("de Rhi") instead of 
Burns's "the seas" and that of the Rigi (a famous Swiss mountain) instead 
of "the rocks" in his rendering of "A red red Rose." In that case Kupper 
considers the creation of a Swiss setting to be poetically adequate, though 
on the whole he tends to see similar endeavors negatively, 
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notwithstanding his otherwise comparatively positive evaluation of 
Corradi's poetic achievement. 
It may be expected from what has hitherto been said that Kupper 
thinks less of the artistic value of most of the other translations into 
German. He does not blame the translators but rather the fact that most of 
them chose High German as their linguistic medium. He admits 
exceptions-the fITst part of Freiligrath' s version of "Is there, for honest 
Poverty"; he also considers Legerlotz's version of the same song a very 
adequate translation which presents a well-contrived texture of High 
German and Southwestern German elements. On the whole his evaluation 
of the bulk of German translations is probably to be accepted. Since most 
of the translators chose High German for their poetic medium, they were, 
for all their enthusiasm and pains, not able to match that unique Burnsian 
tone which frequently resulted from a happy blending of English and 
Scots elements, or of simple constituents common to English and Scots. 
This blending technique was not available to those who used Low 
German as their medium, though this idiom was well suited for Burns 
translations since like Scots it could boast of a past in which it was the 
official means of prose and poetic communication in the North German 
countries. But even the elementary constituents of Low German are of a 
nature that in most cases does not allow any mixture with High German 
words or forms, High German being separated from Low German (and 
from other Germanic languages) by a sound shift which drastically 
changed the consonantal system of what became High German. Still, there 
are the occasional exceptions of satisfying Low German renderings, e.g. 
Eggers's version of"Wha is that at my bower door?" ("Wer is dat an min 
Kamerdor?"), which Kupper admits. On the whole he seems to think that 
the Low German area did not produce a translator possessed of the amount 
of congeniality to Burns's poetry which Corradi displayed in several of his 
renderings. 
The appendices are a valuable part of Kupper's work. His Notes and 
his Select Bibliography, along with his Appendix, form a substantial 
section of his investigation (pp. 173-317). The notes are meticulously 
done, leaving no room for any reasonable demand for more documentary 
information. This cannot be said of the Select Bibliography, though it has 
its merits. The omission of a number of important Burns studies is 
irritating. For this the argument of selection is not acceptable. Christina 
Keith's concept of evaluating Burns's lyrics might have proved 
particularly provocative for Kupper. As a matter of course several useful 
investigations, most of them in German, are listed that deal with such 
matters as poetry in German dialects, the relation of High German to 
German dialects and, more specifically, of High German to the dialects of 
German-speaking Switzerland. Some of them contain interesting insights 
into the problems of the relation of official idiom to semi-/non-official 
idiom and the consequences for poetry. It seems probable that several of 
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these studies are not easily accessible for English-speaking scholars of 
comparative literary history; therefore, their listing in Kupper's book may 
well prove a welcome complement to the formers' expert knowledge. The 
same should be true of a few German titles given by Kupper that are 
concerned with the theory of literary translations, some of which address 
the rendering of poetry into a second language as an art in its own right. 
The Appendix (in the narrower sense of the word) ftrst lists Burns 
translations into German, the numbers following Kinsley. This record 
(pp.218-78) is in itself an almost awe-inspiring proof of the immense 
popularity which Burns's poetry enjoyed in German-speaking countries 
throughout the 19th century. Kupper modestly states that this survey is 
certainly not complete, though it is difftcult to think of an omission. 
Kupper amply annotates whenever necessary for formal reasons 
(incomplete translations, minor or signiftcant changes of contents or 
names, different versions of a poem or song by the same translator, etc.). 
A further paragraph records the surprisingly long list of musical 
settings, not of Burns's originals, but of German translations, another 
proof of Burns's sometime fame within the German-speaking world. 
Following that, detailed information (pp.303-1O) about Corrodi's 
Burns translations into Swiss and (rarely) High German, published and 
unpublished, is presented about all of Corrodi's renderings that Kupper 
has not discussed earlier. 
The study is concluded by biographical information and dates, a list of 
Corrodi's publications, of which his Burns translations form but a small 
part. It contains his comparative study Robert Burns und Peter Hebel, eine 
literarhistorische Parallele, and the draft of an autobiographical letter 
(pp.311-17). 
Kupper refers to L.M. Price's English-German Literary Influences, 
(1919/20) and H. Hecht's The Reception of Burns in German Literature 
(1939, incomplete because of the war) as studies to which he seems 
particularly indebted. On the other hand, W. Jacks's Robert Burns in 
Other Tongues (1896) is quoted merely in passing. Mention is made of the 
Catalogue of Robert Burns Collection in the Mitchell Library Glasgow 
(1959) which gives evidence of a fine assembly of German Burns 
translations (known and appreciated by the present reviewer). 
Kupper's predominantly critical judgments of the majority of German 
Burns translations are, on the whole, to be shared. At the same time one 
feels that these judgments, though perhaps correct, do no justice to the 
pains and enthusiasm which so many German translators invested in the 
task of rendering the poetry of their adored poetic genius into German. 
The explanations offered for the phenomenon that German-speaking 
translators far out-numbered those who translated Burns into any other 
language do not sufftce. More convincing reasons for those pains and that 
enthusiasm remain to be suggested. In this connection, one of the titles 
which one looks for in vain in Kupper's bibliography is W. Witte's study 
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on Schiller and Burns. Of the several parallels which certainly exist are 
their genuine "pathos" and their love of political freedom and individual 
independence. Another (on the whole underrated) is the fact that bOth 
enjoyed an almost unlimited veneration during the nineteenth century, 
greatly reduced in the twentieth century. Reasons for these developments 
no doubt exist, but they still need convincing scholarly explanation. May 
it not be that the artistic failure of the countless German-speaking Burns 
translators has something to do with the general decline in public esteem 
which the works of both poets had to suffer? Consequently, the results of 
the endeavors of those translators were, almost automatically, reduced in 
general appreciation. Kupper touches, if only indirectly, on this problem 
in his preface. Here lies a fertile field for studies in comparative socio-
literary research. 
It has been Burns's tragic fate that two principal obstacles reduce the 
possibilities of poetically adequate translations of his poetry. The first, 
well known, is that his poetic medium was not the standard language, but 
an idiom which had, during previous centuries, declined almost to the 
status of a dialect. Consequently any translations into standard languages 
must suffer from obvious shortcomings. But if translations into non-
standard idioms are to be ventured, which are to be chosen? Apparently 
those which in their status and expressive capacity are, to a high degree, 
similar to Scots. Low German and Swiss German are sensible suggestions; 
even they, however, by no means correspond to all linguistic criteria 
which mark out Scots. 
Till now, little attention has been given to the second difficulty. Burns 
made superb poetic use of the possibility of combining Scots and English 
elements, or, in other words, of exploiting the linguistic affinities between 
Scots and English to a smaller or greater degree. Thus he could write 
songs like "It was upon a Lammas night" which far outdo any "normal" 
folksong, equalling the finest specimens of "Kunstlied" in their artistic 
lay-out and surpassing them in expressive vigor. These songs can hardly 
be translated into any other language because of their blissful blending of 
English and Scots components. An equivalent possibility does not exist for 
writers of Low German. High German elements do not organically fit into 
any Low German context. With Southern German dialects and Swiss 
German, the situation is different, yet even with them there are limitations 
to blending which cannot be transgressed as proved indirectly by 
Corrodi's renderings. 
Thus Kupper's study was dedicated to a field in which aesthetic 
phenomena had to be discussed that are of a defective quality. To a 
considerable degree, Corrodi's translations prove an exception from this 
finding, but even they bear the mark of the influence of the problems 
outlined above. 
The statement that Corrodi acted as a poetic mediator between the two 
peoples, the Scots and the Swiss, whose mental dispositions and political 
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cultures have long been of a similar nature, is a by-product of Kupper's 
investigations. 
It should be noted that in order to fully appreciate Kupper's study a 
knowledge of German dialects and especially of Swiss German is 
indispensable. Anyone with this knowledge would certainly read High 
German competently. Therefore, a translation of Kupper's study into 
English is problematic. 
It remains to be said that Kupper has set a standard of methodical 
thoroughness and a degree of understanding the complex problems of 
Burns translations comparable with what G.R. Roy did in his "French 
Translations of Robert Burns" in the Revue de Litterature 
Comparee-which future investigations of the renderings of Burns texts 
into any other language cannot ignore. On the contrary, they will be 
measured by these. 
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